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Abstract 
                                                                                                                                                             
Gas Hydrates (GHs) are naturally occurring solid, crystalline compounds in which natural gas 
is trapped inside the cage like structures formed by water molecules. Lately a novel 
technology has been developed for the production of methane from in-situ GHs by injection 
of CO2. Addition of N2 to CO2 for hydrate production has an advantage of both higher 
methane recovery and CO2 sequestration. Injected CO2/N2 mixture into in-situ methane 
hydrate replaces the CH4 molecules in the hydrate cage and form new CO2 dominated CO2 
hydrate or mixed CO2-CH4 hydrate. This conversion is based on two primary mechanisms; 
first is through formation of new hydrate and second is direct solid state exchange. 
The main goal of this master thesis is to study the feasibility of CO2-N2 gas mixture injection 
method in methane recovery. In pursuit of this goal hydrate stability limits for different 
mixtures of CO2/N2 in terms of chemical potentials as function of gradual decrease in CO2 
content in gas mixture have been evaluated. The CO2:N2 ratio is a sensitive balance. Nitrogen 
concentration applied in relevant simulations carried out in this thesis vary from 30% to 80%. 
Residual thermodynamics has been applied for all the components in all phases as a basis of 
free energy analysis of hydrate stability in order to have same reference level of chemical 
potentials for all components in all phases. The kinetics of hydrate phase transition in porous 
media is implicit function of mass-transport dynamics, heat transport dynamics and the 
kinetics of the phase transition itself.  
The work presented in this thesis is a contribution to the description of the thermodynamic 
forces related to the phase transition kinetics. A natural extension of this work would be the 
inclusion into a hydrate reservoir simulator in order to complete the couplings to mass and 
heat-transport. For this reason, as a service to external researchers that might want to 
incorporate these models into their simulator, a fairly detailed description of the 
thermodynamic models is presented. 
As examples for examining possible limitations of nitrogen addition to the carbon dioxide, a 
selection of real hydrate reservoirs have been examined in terms of local range of 
thermodynamic conditions for hydrate zones considered to be large enough in thickness and 
extension of hydrate filled sediments to be of interest for possible production. For this purpose 
using different concentrations of CO2 & N2, hydrate stability limitations have been evaluated 
at hydrate bearing layers in Eileen area at Prudhoe Bay field on the North Slope of Alaska, 
USA; Mallik field at Mackenzie Delta River, Canada; MITI Nankai Trough at Japan and 
Bjørnøya Basin in SW-Barents Sea. For each study area, regional stratigraphic data for 
hydrate bearing sediments has been analyzed.  
The fastest mechanism for conversion of CH4 hydrate through CO2 injection goes through 
the formation of new CO2 dominated hydrate and subsequent dissociation of in-situ hydrate 
assisted by the released heat from this new hydrate formation. An important focus of the 
analysis is the necessary CO2 content in the gas mixture needed for generation of new 
hydrate. CO2 will dominate new hydrate and will therefore be extracted from the injected gas 
mixture. A second focus is the implication of a nitrogen dominated gas (after gradual CO2 
3 
extraction) on stability of the hydrates in reservoir, both in-situ CH4 hydrate and new CO2 
dominated hydrate.  
This method of injection of CO2/N2 mixture into in-situ hydrate for CH4 production has been 
proven beneficial in many aspects over injection of pure CO2 method. The development of 
such production methods may help us to overcome the environmental issues as well as 
challenges related to economy recovery. On the basis of simulation results obtained, it seems 
feasible to produce in-situ methane hydrate by injection of CO2/N2 mixture. In summary the 
evaluation performed in this thesis indicate that the thermodynamic stability of hydrate 
depends on temperature, pressure and concentration (corresponding chemical potential) of all 
components in all phases entering the hydrate in all co-existing phases. 
The second part of this thesis deals with the evaluation of maximum permissible water 
content in gas stream while gas is transported through pipelines without facing the risk of 
hydrate formation. The transport of CO2 to its underground storage destination through 
pipelines occurs at low temperature and high pressure which favors the hydrate formation. 
There are several different routes to hydrate formation depending on number of phases 
containing hydrate formers, but in this master thesis three possible routes of hydrate formation 
have been evaluated.  
Simulation results indicate that the most dominant route for hydrate formation is through the 
adsorbed water on rusty pipeline surfaces and hydrate formers in gas phase. The obtained 
results also indicate that with addition of N2 to CO2 and with increase in pressure, maximum 
water content permitted in gas stream during transport through pipeline decreases. Estimated 
results indicate that the system containing 1/3 CO2 + 2/3 N2, at pressure 170 bar and 
temperature 222 K, the mole-fraction of water before liquid drop out is 0.85 times higher than 
the mole-fraction of water before adsorption on hematite. 
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Nomenclature 
T – Temperature 
P – Pressure 
μ – Chemical potential 
U – Internal energy 
S – Entropy 
V – Volume 
R – Universal gas constant 
K – Kelvin 
°C – Degree Celsius 
𝛉𝐢𝐤 – Filling fraction of component in cavity type k. 
fi – Fugacity coefficient 
y – Mole-fraction of gas 
x – Mole-fractions of liquid 
ɤᵢ – Activity coefficient 
β – Inverse of Boltzmann constant times temperature 
Z – Distance from surface 
Tc – Temperature at critical point 
Pc – Pressure at critical point 
ω – Acentric factor 
G – Gibbs free energy 
∆g
ik
inc
- Gibbs free energy of inclusion of component i in cavity type k. 
Subscripts & Superscripts  
 µi
H2O – Chemical potential of component i in water 
 µi,
pure water
 – Chemical potential of component i in pure liquid water 
 µw
H  – Chemical potential of water in hydrate 
 µw
0,H– Chemical potential of water in empty hydrate 
In above terms, subscript represents denotes component and superscript denotes phase, µ is 
chemical potential. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Gas Hydrates 
 
Gas Hydrates (GHs) are solid crystalline compounds formed by combination of natural gas 
and water under specific pressure and temperature conditions. Commonly the gas molecules 
are designated as ‘guest’ molecules and water as ‘host’ molecules in the discussion of these 
hydrate structures. In chemical point of view hydrates are water clathrate of methane gas, 
where term ‘clathrate’ refers to rigid cage of hydrogen bonded water molecules, more 
commonly known as ‘Methane/Gas hydrate’. The guest gas molecules could be polar or non-
polar in nature and more than one type of guest molecules can participate in the formation of 
Gas Hydrates (GHs) (Chejara, 2012). In the oil and gas industry the most typical guest 
molecules are Methane (CH4), Ethane (C2H6), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen (N2) and 
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S). In this project work, the gas molecules considered are CH4, CO2 & 
N2.  In the term ‘Natural Gas Hydrate (NGHs)’ the word ‘Natural’ indicates two meanings. 
First is that the GHs occur naturally on the Earth or not synthesized in laboratory and second 
is the methane gas, main component of natural gas encaged inside the cavities of hydrogen 
bonded water molecules. 
 GHs are formed under following four essential conditions, 
1. When adequate supply of hydrate formers for the initiation of formation and stability 
of hydrate structure 
2. When sufficient amount of water is available 
3.  High pressure 
4. Low temperature 
The hydrate formation condition restricts the occurrence of NGHs to two types of geologic 
locations, first under permafrost in the polar continental shelves and second in sediments 
beneath the seafloor. Typical conditions for the formation of hydrate are when temperature is 
(0 °C < Temperature < 20 °C) and pressure greater than 30 bar (Sinquine et.al, 2004).  
The NGH deposits are found all over the world in deep water and in the Arctic. The 
investigation of NGHs and their exploitation researches has become very active in recent few 
years. For the exploration of NGHs more than hundred wells has been drilled. In last 50 years 
hydrates have been found in more than 79 countries. In many countries national programs 
have been laid for the research and production of NGHs. For the countries such as Japan and 
India who have not blessed with traditional gas reserves, GHs may play important role as 
energy suppliers. Japan is the first country who successfully produced gas from methane 
hydrate deposits under the Pacific Ocean in a pilot test for 6 days. India also has long been 
known to have massive deposits of methane hydrate. Even though the NGHs are distributed 
worldwide, limited number of GH accumulations has been studied in detail. The experimental 
exploitation research was carried out in the following few areas (Collett, 2002). 
 On the Black Ridge along the southern continental margin of the United States. 
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 At the Cascadia continental margin off the Pacific coast of Canada. 
 Near the Nankai Trough off the coasts of Japan. 
 On the North Slope of Alaska. 
 In the Mackenzie River Delta of northern Canada.  
A map of the discovered NGH deposits is shown in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Location of sampled and inferred gas hydrates occurrences worldwide (map courtesy by 
USGS). 
Many scientists and researchers have been proposed that the enormous amount of natural gas 
is trapped in the form of hydrates and also they have proposed very optimistic methods for the 
production of methane from GHs to prove them as potential energy source.  This is one of the 
reasons that researchers and engineers are interested in methane hydrate production. 
Moreover, there is growing evidence for the production of natural gas from hydrates with 
existing oil and gas technologies (Dallimore et.al, 2008a., Dallimore et.al, 2008b., Yamamoto 
and Dallimore, 2008). For an accurate estimation of how much gas is trapped within gas 
hydrate, one should understand the fundamental aspects about GHs like how do they occur? 
Where do they occur in nature? And why do gas hydrates occur at particular settings?   
Due to their global occurrences and containing enormous amount of natural gas, GHs may 
represent future energy source for the world if efficient methods are developed for extraction 
of methane gas from hydrate. Natural gas has important uses such as fuel for residential 
heating, fuel for many industries and also can be used as feedstock to produce chemicals, 
fabrics, fertilizers etc. For decades GHs have been discussed as a potential resource, 
particularly for countries with limited access to conventional hydrocarbons (Japan, India etc.). 
The wide distribution of GHs throughout the world makes them interesting as a substantial 
future energy source. 
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1.2 Hydrate History 
 
In the early 1800, scientists were used to synthesize GHs just for a laboratory curiosity. In the 
early 19
th
 century, Humphrey Davy and Michael Faradays during their studies realized that 
sometimes chlorine atom become encaged inside the ice structure, they named it as chlorine 
clathrate hydrate (Sloan & Koh, 2007). According to some scientists Davy was the one who 
discovered the GHs first time, but however scientist Priestley synthesized the GHs first time 
in 1778 in laboratory. Then GHs has drawn much attention in 1930s in oil & gas industries. 
Hammerschimidt observed that some ice-like compound blocking the flow in gas pipelines 
and later on he investigated that these solid plugs consist not of ice, but ice wrapped methane 
hydrate (Makogon, Y.F). During this period scientists were trying to develop new methods to 
inhibit the pipeline blockages due to hydrate formation.  
But in 1960s, first time scientist discovered the existence of NGHs in natural world in 
subsurface sediments of Messoyokha gas field in western Siberia. In 1970s, another research 
team found the presence of gas hydrates on the North Slope of Alaska as well. From 1960s to 
till date, research on GHs has gained much fame and more than 12,000 research papers have 
been published on these GHs since then. 
1.3 Hydrate Structures and Basic Properties 
 
In hydrate structure cavities are filled by slightly polar or non-polar guest molecules. 
Generally a single cage can hold single molecule. In order to stabilize these cavities, guest 
molecules should fit volumetrically within the cavity and guest molecules must not compete 
with already existing hydrogen bond (Jeffrey, 1984). The vital condition for a guest molecule 
to be able to fit within the cavities and stabilize them is the diameter ratio between guest and 
cavity should be within the range of 0.70 - 1.0. The empty space in the cavity may cause 
collapsing of structure. Nitrogen is the smallest hydrate former. Presently three distinct 
crystalline structures has been determined by Sloan and Koh in 2007 (Sloan & Koh, 2007), 
among them Structure I (sI) and Structure II (sII) are common (sI and sII are cubic structures) 
in oil industry and the third Structure H (sH, hexagonal structure) is rarely found. The 
classification of hydrate is based on the geometries of their constituent water cages.  
1.3.1 Structure I (sI)  
                                                                                                                                                  
These hydrate structures are commonly occurring in nature which encases small molecules of 
a diameter 4.2 Å – 6Å such as CH4, CO2, H2S, C2H6 gas etc. One unit cell of sI consists of 
46 water molecules and this is made up of six large cages and two small cages. The large cage 
called as ‘tetrakaidecahedron’ (51262) since it has shape of 14 sided cavity with 12 pentagonal 
faces and 2 hexagonal faces. The small cage called as ‘pentagonal dodecahedron’ (512) as it 
has the shape of 12 sided cavity with 12 pentagonal faces each side. The small and large 
cavities are shown in figure 2.  
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1.3.2 Structure II (sII)  
                                                                                                                                                  
One unit cell of sII consist 136 water molecules. These hydrate structures (sII) are formed 
either by small size of molecules (with diameter < 4.2 Å) such as Nitrogen, Hydrogen etc. or 
by large guest molecules (with diameter 6 Å to 7 Å) like Propane, Iso-butane. One unit cell 
has 16 small cages and 8 large cages. Large cage called as ‘hexakaidecahedron’ (51264) since 
it has 16 sided cavity with 12 pentagonal faces and 4 hexagonal faces. Small cage has the 
same shape as in sI of ‘pentagonal dodecahedron’ (512). 
1.3.3 Structure H (sH)  
                                                                                                                                                        
This type of structure is very rarely found in nature. The structure H has an intermediate size 
cavity in addition to small and large cavities. sH is formed by large guest molecules like Iso-
pentane or neo-hexane when accompanied by small guest molecules CH4, N2 or H2S etc. 
(Sloan and Koh, 2007). One unit cell of sH consists 3 small, 2 medium and 1 large cages. 
Large cage is called ‘icosahedron’ (51268) since it has 20 sided cavity with 12 pentagonal 
faces and 8 hexagonal faces. Medium cage called as ‘irregular dodecahedron’ (435663) since it 
has 12 sided cavity with 3 square faces, 6 pentagonal faces & 3 hexagonal faces. Small cages 
form the shape of ‘pentagonal dodecahedron’ (512) as in sI and sII. 
The main properties of three hydrate structures sI, sII & sH can be systemized in the table 
format as follows (Table 1). 
 
Hydrate Crystal Structures sI sII sH 
Cavity Small Large Small Large Small Medium Large 
Description 5
12
 5
12
6
2
 5
12
 5
12
6
4 
5
12
 4
3
5
6
6
3 
5
12
6
8 
Number of cavities per unit 
cell 
2 6 16 8 3 2 1 
Average cavity radius (Å) 3.95 4.33 3.91 4.73 3.91
d
 4.06
d 
5.71
d 
Number of water per unit cell 46 136 34 
Crystal system Cubic Cubic Hexagonal 
                                                                                                                                                                           
Table 1: Main properties of the different hydrate structure (Sloan & Koh, 2007) (d = From the atomic 
coordinates measured using single crystal x-ray diffraction on 2,2-dimethylpentane 5(Xe,H2S)-34H2O 
at 173 K). 
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The cage configuration for three crystalline hydrate structures (sI, sII, & sH) can be 
represented as in figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Hydrate polyhedron. The figure shows cage structures of small cavity, large cavity, and unit 
cell formula for sI, sII, sH respectively from top to bottom (Husebø, 2008). 
So generally hydrates are classified on the basis of arrangement of host i.e. water molecules in 
the crystal structure. The requirement for a guest molecule is that it needs to fit into the cavity 
it enters without destroying the hydrogen bonds due to expansion. Small molecules compared 
to cavity sizes might induce collapse due to excessive empty space in cavity, unless double 
occupancy can counteract that. A crystalline property of NGHs has been studied in detail by 
(Sloan & Koh, 2007).  
Some of the guest molecules that forms hydrate with water are, 
 Methane, Ethane, Propane, Iso-butane, or light hydrocarbons 
 Carbon dioxide 
 Nitrogen 
 Hydrogen Sulfide 
 Oxygen etc.                                  
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In this master thesis the hydrate formers or guest molecules considered are methane, carbon 
dioxide, & nitrogen. The hydrate formers CH4, CO2, H2S form structure I hydrate whereas 
components like N2, propane, Iso-butane forms structure II type hydrate. Nitrogen being 
smallest natural gas hydrate former, it can provide insignificant stability to the large cavity in 
either structure (sI or sII), so nitrogen forms sII with a fractionally higher number of small 
cavities in unit cell (Sloan and Koh, 2007). For the stabilization of hydrate structure, the 
volume and shape of guest molecule must be sufficient to prevent collapse (Kvamme, 2014b).  
1.4 Similarities between Ice and Hydrate 
                                                                                                                                                   
The natural gas hydrates are also called as “Burning Ice” because on primary view they look 
like ice but they are highly flammable. Since all of the three hydrate structure contains about 
85% water, many of the hydrate mechanical properties resemble to those of ice but some of 
the properties are different like thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, electrical property 
and elasticity etc. Electrical and thermal conductivity of hydrate is lower than Ice. The 
electrical property is used in technology for detecting hydrate (Kvamme, 2014b). Hydrates 
have a density and texture similar to ice.  
 
Properties Ice Structure I Structure II 
Number of water molecules 4 46 136 
Dielectric constant at 273 K 94 ~58 ~58 
Thermal conductivity at 263 K             
[Wm
-1
K
-1
] 
2.23 0.49 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 
Density (g/cm
3
) 0.917 0.94
b
 1.291
c 
Lattice parameters (at 273K) a=4.52,c=7.36 12 17.30 
H2O diffusion jump time (µs) 2.70 >200 >200 
H2O reorientation time[µs] 21 10 10 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Table 2: Comparison of some properties between ice and hydrate structures (Sloan & Koh, 
2008) (In table b = based on methane hydrate density in large polyhedral, c = calculated for 
2,2-dimethylpentane 5(Xe,H2S)·34H2O,) 
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1.5 Hydrate as a problem in industry 
 
As mentioned previously Hammerschimidt first time discovered that the hydrate plugs are the 
culprits for pipeline blockages and it is one of the major problems that oil and gas industries 
suffering from. In an oil and gas industries the conditions at which oil and gas are produced, 
transported, and processed provides suitable conditions for hydrate formation. During 1930s 
scientists were interested in developing new technology for prevention of hydrate formation 
since gas hydrates always provided challenges for production of natural oil and gas. But with 
the time it becomes clear that hydrate risk management is more economical than complete 
hydrate prevention. However for the gas industries, for safe dissociation of formed NGHs in 
pipeline may cost approximately $1 million each day and once a hydrate plug has formed in 
the pipeline it takes few weeks or even a month to dissociate it. Moreover requires very 
complex operation for removal (Guo et.al, 2005). 
The complete blockage of pipelines causes severe issues and it can completely stop 
production for several days or even months. Currently few interesting methods are developed 
for the prevention of hydrate formation in pipelines as follows,    
1. Injection of thermodynamic inhibitors to decrease the hydrate formation temperature and   
inhibit the formation of NGH crystals. 
2. Injection of anti-agglomerants to prevent the aggregation of hydrate crystals. 
3. Maintaining the pipeline operating conditions outside the zone of hydrate stability.  
The most common flow assurance method is based on injection of organic inhibitors like 
methanol, mono-ethylene glycol which suppresses the temperature at which hydrates are 
stable. The companies like Gassled who successfully transport gas from Norwegian 
continental shelf to Europe, are looking for new methods for developing assurance of smooth 
flow of gases through transport pipeline. Flow assurance is the operation that provides a 
reliable flow of fluids from the reservoir to sales point.  
The second major problem while producing energy from NGHs from the ocean bed deposits 
is the release of uncontrolled methane into the ocean may increases the salinity of ocean. 
NGHs can cause some climate issues because when these hydrate deposits decomposes and 
dissociates into water and methane gas due to rise in temperature or depressurization. 
Methane is a greenhouse gas; the large amount of discharge in atmosphere would cause the 
global warming.  
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1.6 Hydrate as Energy Source and Methods for Production 
 
It is believed that the amount of natural gas trapped within the gas hydrate accumulations is 
greater than the known volume of conventional gas reserves. At STP (standard conditions of 1 
atm pressure and 298 K temperature) one volume of solid methane hydrate can contain as 
many as 164 volumes of methane gas (Ginley & Cahen, 2012). 
 
 
                              Figure 3: Methane Hydrate composition (Makogon, 1966). 
                      
In 1970 Chersky & Makogon proposed the amount of methane in naturally occurring gas 
hydrates is potentially enormous but the estimated amounts were highly speculative because 
of lack of sufficient knowledge about occurrences of GHs (Chersky & Makogon, 1970). The 
current estimate shows that around 20,000 trillion cubic meter of gas is deposited in the form 
of hydrate in the world’s marine and permafrost region (Collett, 2002).  
In last decades the increased rate of energy production has been considerably higher than the 
rate of increase of new proven hydrocarbon resources, resulting in a serious energy crisis in 
some countries. In order to reduce the cost and risk while transporting the natural gas via 
pipelines or LNG-boats (Liquefied Natural Gas) an alternative technology for NGHs 
production has been developed. The methane hydrate production means dissociation of 
methane hydrate into methane and water and collecting the resultant methane gas through 
wells. Two different approaches has been proposed for production, either by changing 
thermodynamic conditions resulting in hydrate decomposition or by exposing the hydrate to a 
thermodynamically more stable hydrate former inducing a replacement process of the encaged 
CH4 molecule in the lattice structure with the introduced new hydrate former. Carbon dioxide 
is an attractive candidate for such process due to both offering a better hydrate stability and 
possibilities for sequestrating a greenhouse gas as hydrates in the earth. 
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1.6.1 Methane Production by Hydrate Dissociation  
 
The production of natural gas accumulated in oceanic and permafrost sediments is currently 
being developed by using depressurization, thermal stimulation & inhibitor injection. These 
methods are explained in detail in section 1.6.1.1, 1.6.1.2 & 1.6.1.3. 
1.6.1.1 Depressurization 
                                                                                                                                                         
This method refers to the lowering of pressure inside the well and stimulates the methane 
hydrate to dissociate. It has been proven that depressurization method for production is one of 
the most promising and economical method because it doesn’t require large expenditure and it 
can manage dissociation of significant amount of gas hydrate relatively rapidly. 
Depressurization which occurs when pressure is lowered below the pressure of hydrate 
stability at given temperature is schematically represented as shown in figure 4. 
             
                                       
  Figure 4: Schematic representation of depressurization production method (Ruppel, 2011). 
 
In the depressurization method, hydrate stability conditions are shifted by lowering the 
pressure below the equilibrium pressure, so hydrates can become unstable and dissociates into 
methane and water. Heretofore the only method that has been successfully used to produce 
gas economically from GHs is the “depressurization”. This method is applicable to only those 
hydrates that exist in Polar Regions below permafrost and underlying sediments containing 
free gas. Depressurization method has been successfully applied in the second onshore 
production test at Mackenzie delta, Canada during 2007-2008 for hydrate dissociation, 
producing 13,000 m
3
 of gas in six days first time in world. It is generally agreed that the 
depressurization method is much more efficient method of gas production than the current 
thermal methods. 
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1.6.1.2 Thermal Stimulation 
                                                                                                                                          
Thermal stimulation refers to rise in temperature of the hydrates above their stability zone at 
systems pressure, resulting in hydrate dissociation. Since hydrate dissociation is an 
endothermic process, thermal energy required is provided directly either by injecting steam or 
hot water or another heated liquid. In this method steam or hot water is pumped into the 
hydrate bearing layer through drill hole, so that methane hydrate can dissociate and release 
methane gas. The methane gas mixes with water and returns to the surface where gas and 
water are separated. The production of methane hydrate using thermal stimulation can be 
schematically represented as shown in figure 5.                                                                                                              
 
                         Figure 5: Gas production by thermal stimulation process (Ruppel, 2011). 
In this method, heat is introduced into the reservoir resulting increase in surrounding 
temperature. Methane hydrate production by using thermal stimulation method has an 
advantage that this method is simple and comparably easy to handle. However this method 
has a major disadvantage that the loss of considerable amount of provided energy (up to 75%) 
to non-hydrate bearing strata. This drawback makes the thermal stimulation method very 
expensive (Demirbas, 2010). The endothermic nature of gas hydrate dissociation also presents 
a challenge to thermal stimulation, the cooling associates with dissociation will partially offset 
artificial warming of the formation, meaning that more heat must be introduced to drive 
continued dissociation and prevent formation of new GH (Ruppel, 2011). 
“Hot water circulation” method was applied for methane production from hydrate bearing 
layers in the Mackenzie River Delta, Canada which involve the injection of hot water             
(≈ 80 ℃) in 17 m thick hydrate layer with high saturation. This method successfully produces 
470 m
3
 of gas within a period of five days. This was the first time in the world that anyone has 
ever produced methane gas from hydrate bearing layers.  
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1.6.1.3 Inhibitor Injection  
                                                                                                                                                        
Inhibitor injection method refers to the injection of chemicals such as alcohols, methanol, 
brine, ethylene glycol etc. which inhibits the formation hydrate crystals (Demirbas, 2010). In 
this inhibitor injection method chemical such as methanol is injected into the hydrate bearing 
layer. So that they can shift the pressure-temperature equilibrium and hydrates are no more 
stable at disturbed in situ pressure-temperature conditions resulting in hydrate dissociation 
(Demirbas, 2010). Injection of inhibitors into the hydrate zone dissociates the methane 
hydrate by altering the chemical composition of liquid pore water to no longer suitable 
conditions of hydrate stability. In this inhibitor injection method injected chemicals lowers the 
freezing point of neighboring water, free gas and the gases would be collected by same well 
head. This method of injection of chemical inhibitor schematically represented as shown in 
figure 6. 
 
                                  Figure 6: Gas production by inhibitor injection process (Ruppel, 2011). 
It has been suggested that the GH production using chemical inhibitor injection is divided into 
four stages (Demirbas, 2010), 
i. The initial injection  of inhibitors,               
ii. The dilution of injected inhibitor,                                                                      
iii. The hydrate dissociation,                                 
iv. Gas output.          
                  
The advantage of this method is that the dissociation of hydrate can be controlled by adjusting 
the amount of inhibitors injection. Moreover, inhibitor injection prevents the hydrates from 
blocking the pipeline and well heads during collection. But the major dis-advantage of this 
method is this method is quite expensive. 
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1.6.2 Production of CH4 from hydrate by CO2 injection (CH4-CO2 exchange) 
 
The global warming and energy crisis are two big problems that the whole world is dealing 
with. The new technologies are developing in order to reduce the global warming and to 
increase the energy production from unconventional energy sources. Methane hydrate as 
unconventional source of energy has gained much fame in recent years because conventional 
gas reserves are dwindling day by day due to their massive use. For the purpose of methane 
hydrate production an alternative technology has been developed by injecting CO2 called 
‘CO2 sequestration’. CO2 sequestration means to capture the atmospheric carbon dioxide 
before it releases in atmosphere which is responsible for global warming from its source 
point, to transport at its storage site, safe and long term storage of carbon dioxide into deep 
underground rock formations and monitoring of stored CO2. This process is also known as 
carbon capture, storage & transport (CCS). 
The above proposed conventional production methods in section 1.6.1, dissociates in-situ 
methane hydrate & releases significant amount of water which may cause geomechanical 
stresses on reservoir that could lead to decrement. A novel technology has been introduced for 
methane production by replacing in-situ CH4 with injected CO2. The idea of accessing 
methane present in the form of hydrate by introducing a thermodynamically more stable 
hydrate was first time introduced by Japanese researchers. This strategy towards production of 
methane from in-situ methane hydrate by injecting CO2 (greenhouse gas) is beneficial, 
resulting in increased methane recovery while CO2 being trapped underground. This 
innovative method has several advantages over other conventional methods, 
a) Injection of CO2 into in-situ gas hydrate reservoir forms CO2 hydrate which is 
thermodynamically more stable than CH4 hydrate under low temperature 
conditions, below 283 K, because the equilibrium pressure for CO2 is lower 
than that of CH4 hydrate (Seo et.al, 2001). 
b) Heat released from formation of CO2 hydrate is higher than the heat of 
dissociation of CH4 hydrate. 
c) During the CH4-CO2 exchange production method the mechanical stability of 
the hydrate bearing formation was maintained. 
d) Reducing anthropogenic CO2 in atmosphere and simultaneously releasing 
natural gas (Khaled et.al, 2014). 
Injection of carbon dioxide into in-situ methane hydrate will lead to conversion of the 
methane hydrate into CO2 dominated CO2 hydrate or mixed CO2-CH4 hydrate in which CO2 
fills the large cavities. This conversion process is governed by two principal mechanisms; first 
mechanism involves the formation of new hydrate and second direct solid state exchange. 
These two mechanisms are discussed in detail in section 2.  
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Figure 7: Injection of CO2 into well     Figure 8: Released methane from hydrate                                                             
(Blue stream) (Khamneh et.al, 2012).    (Red stream) (Khamneh et.al, 2012). 
 
Methane production by injecting CO2 & N2 mixture into hydrate bearing zone has been 
successfully applied at the U.S department of energy on Ignik Sikumi #1 well located on the 
North Slope of Alaska. Since 2003 ConocoPhillips has been conducting laboratory 
experimentation with the University of Bergen, Norway in hopes of developing commercially 
viable technology to produce natural gas from hydrates. Ignik Sikumi #1 a project with U.S 
Department of Energy and Japan Oil, Gas & Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC) is the 
first experiment of this production technology outside the laboratory. In 2010-2011 Ignik 
Sikumi #1 gas hydrate test well drilled and logged in order to study the efficiency of 
CO2/CH4 exchange at the Prudhoe Bay area on the North Slope of Alaska and in winter 
2011-2012 the gas hydrate production testing was carried out. The representative East-West 
structural cross section is illustrated in figure 9 below. 
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Figure 9: East-west-oriented structural cross-section across the framework model (Schoderbek et.al, 
2013). 
   
In above figure 9, the plane cross section in left corner is 16,000 feet x 16,000 feet in plane 
projection. Minimum depth in the model is 1136 feet and maximum depth is 3025 feet.  
Thickness of the formation is 1,045 feet from the top of the Upper F sandstone to the base of 
the B sandstone. In above figure 9; zone D, zone E, upper and lower C zone are the gas 
hydrate bearing sandstones. According to (Schoderbek et.al, 2013) the permeability in the 
hydrate bearing sandstone corresponds to 1 mDarcy or less, depending on TIMUR & SDR 
methods. In above figure 9, zone B & zone F are liquid water bearing sandstone having 
permeability greater than 1 Darcy. 
 In this test program 167.3 Mscf of Nitrogen and 48.6 Mscf CO2 i.e. 77.5% N2 and 22.5% 
CO2 was injected. In the following figure 10, the average injection rates over the injection 
period have been plotted for the Ignik Sikumi #1 pilot test. This production test was carried 
out using a “huff and puff” injection/production cycle from a single well to demonstrate the 
CO2/CH4 exchange concept at larger scale. 
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Figure 10: Average injection rates for the Iġnik Sikumi pilot test for CO2/N2 based production of CH4 
from in situ hydrate (Kvamme, 2015b).  
 
During this production test ≈ 210,000 standard cubic feet mixture of CO2 & N2 was injected 
in hydrate bearing portion of the well. It was observed that approximately 70% injected 
nitrogen and 40% CO2 was recovered among the total injected quantity. In short period of 12 
days, over 855 Mscf of methane in total was produced throughout the total production period 
during this test program. 
Figure 11, summarizes the important well logging data for upper C hydrate bearing zone 
which is thick, homogeneous, and clean with uniform hydrate saturation. Hydrate bearing 
zones are identified by high resistivity values, high velocities, and low NMR porosities in 
column number 4, 5 & 6 respectively. 
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     Figure 11: Ignik Sikumi Log responses with hydrate-bearing intervals (Schoderbek et.al, 2013). 
 
Well log results obtained for this method are used for the calculation of hydrate saturation in 
the upper C zone. According to NMR and Archie’s method the average hydrate saturation in 
the upper C zone is approximately 75% of available pore volume, ten percent pore bounded 
water and remaining is free water. More details on production can be seen in the report by 
(Schoderbek et.al, 2013).  
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2. Definition of Project and Choice of Scientific Methods  
                                                                                                                                               
This section proves a detailed overview of this master thesis. 
Injection of CO2 into hydrate bearing reservoirs is an interesting, advanced method for 
methane hydrate production. In this method the conversion of in-situ methane hydrate into 
CO2 dominated CO2 hydrate (Kvamme et.al, 2007) or CO-CH4 mixed hydrate takes place 
(Khuram et.al, 2014a). Injected CO2 into in-situ methane hydrate replaces the CH4 molecules 
from the hydrate lattice and serves a dual purpose of both producing natural gas from hydrates 
and safe, long term storage of CO2. Theoretical and experimental studies indicate that this 
method of conversion of in-situ methane hydrate into new solid CO2-hydrate or mixed CO2-
CH4 hydrate is based on two primary mechanisms (Khuram et.al, 2014a., Kvamme et.al, 
2014f). First mechanism, injected CO2 reacts with residual water in the porous media and 
forms new CO2 dominated hydrate. The reaction is exothermic and heat released in this 
process dissociates the surrounding methane hydrate. Then the water generated in this 
methane hydrate will form additional CO2 hydrate. This is because of heat generated from 
hydrate formation is greater than the heat required to dissociate CH4 hydrate. This mechanism 
of formation of new CO2 hydrate from injected CO2 is dominating and faster as compare to 
direct solid state exchange mechanism. The second mechanism is solid state exchange. In this 
mechanism the direct conversion of CH4 hydrate over CO2 hydrate (Kvamme et.al, 2007) or 
CO2-CH4 mixed hydrate take place and dominates when there is no sufficient free water 
available. This mechanism will be slow since it is kinetically controlled by solid state mass 
transport through the hydrate.  
This method of methane hydrate production using CO2 is practically challenging because 
density of CO2 at the time of injection is high and relatively lower permeability of injected 
CO2 at relevant conditions, especially when the in-situ methane hydrate saturation is high. As 
soon as the CO2 injects into the in-situ methane hydrate reservoir, there will be rapid 
formation of new CO2-hydrate which reduces the available pore volume for flow and also 
reduces the injectivity and permeability of CO2 (Kvamme, 2015a). In order to mitigate these 
problems nitrogen will be injected along with CO2 into the hydrate which has an advantage of 
higher gas permeability. Addition of nitrogen to CO2 reduces the thermodynamic driving 
force for the formation of new hydrate and consequently flow permeability increases as the 
nitrogen content increases in the mixture (Kvamme, 2015a). Adding N2 to CO2 also reduces 
the risk for blocking the flow path through reservoir due to reduced formation of new hydrate 
from CO2/N2 mixture. This is one of the reasons for the increased research effort on using 
carbon dioxide with nitrogen.  
This exchange process includes replacing of CH4 molecules from in-situ methane hydrate by 
injected CO2 molecules shown in figure 12. The following figure 12, indicate that the injected 
CO2 replaces CH4 molecules present in the large cavities only. 
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Figure 12: Illustration of CO2 replacing methane as guest molecule in structure I bulk hydrate. CO2 is 
only replacing methane in large cages (Christian, 2013). 
 
Newly formed CO2-hydrate or mixed CO2-CH4 hydrate from injected CO2/N2 mixtures and 
liquid water, under suitable hydrate forming temperature-pressure conditions in the reservoir 
is generally assumed to be stable and blocks the flow paths of fluids in the region where it is 
formed. In some limits this could be practically true, but according to Gibbs phase rule 
hydrates formed in sediments are thermodynamically unable to reach equilibrium. Even 
though the new hydrate formed under suitable T-P stability zone, the hydrate may be unstable 
with respect to different concentration of all components entering the hydrate in all co-
existing phases (Khaled et.al, 2014). In the non-equilibrium situation, hydrate formed from 
different phases will have different free energies since the chemical potential of all the guest 
molecules will be different. Thus the study is based on free energy analysis. The estimation of 
chemical potential for different phases is based on molecular simulations by (Kvamme & 
Tanaka, 1995) & SRK equation of state has been used.  
In equilibrium situation the classical way to solve for equilibrium is to solve simultaneously 
the conditions for equilibrium, mass-conservation, and energy-conservation. In a non-
equilibrium situation the equilibrium conditions will be replaced by the combined 1
st
 and 2
nd
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law of thermodynamics through some schemes for minimizing free energy locally under 
constraints of mass- and energy-conservation. Phase field theory (PFT) (Kvamme et.al, 
2014f) is one example which require free energies for each phase, interphase free energies a 
barrier for each phase transition corresponding to the work need to push away initial phase. In 
this work we use an easier and more feasible approach in which we discretely evaluate some 
of the possible changes from injection of pure CO2 over to mixtures of CO2 and N2. In order 
to be able to compare phase transitions and levels of chemical potentials of the different 
components in different phases, all thermodynamic data are based on absolute 
thermodynamics often called residual thermodynamics (ideal gas as reference). The analysis 
is based on a classical thermodynamic approach. 
 
        The primary focus of this thesis is, 
1. Theoretical study of GH bearing fields. 
2. Estimation of hydrate stability limits in terms of chemical potential for different 
mixtures of CO2 & N2 at varying pressure and temperature relevant for each specific 
field. 
3. Calculation of maximum permissible water content in gas streams supplying gas and 
produced gas. 
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3. Thermodynamics  
 
This chapter gives a detailed overview of the thermodynamic functions required for the 
calculation of chemical potentials in different phases. In this project Residual 
thermodynamics (ideal gas phase as reference) is applied for all components in all phases as a 
basis for free energy analysis of hydrate stability. Residual thermodynamics is denoted by R 
and is a thermodynamic deviation from the ideal gas behavior.  
 
3.1 Fluid Thermodynamics 
 
Formally, a thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved when the temperature, pressure and 
chemical potentials of all co-existing phases are uniform across all phase boundaries i.e. in 
simple words we can say that the system can reach equilibrium when, 
 
   T
(I)
 = T
(II) 
=T                  Thermal Equilibrium                                      (1) 
    P
(I) 
= P
(II)
 = P                 Newton’s law, Mechanical Equilibrium                   (2) 
    μ(I) = μ(II)  = μ                 Chemical Equilibrium                 (3) 
 
In equation (1), (2) & (3) superscript I, II indicates phase number. To insure the same 
reference values for free energy of all phases, the calculation of chemical potential of all 
components in the different phases should use ideal gas as reference state.                                 
The combined first and second law of thermodynamics (minimum free energy) (Kvamme, 
2014b) can be expressed as,  
   dU  ≤  T.dS – P.dV +                                                                 (4) 
 
Here summation is done over all present phases, i=1, 2, 3……n. S is entropy. N is the number 
of particles of particular compound & μ is chemical potential. 
dµi = RTdlnfi                       (5) 
               
With ideal gas as a reference state, limits of equation (5) as, 
    lim (fi) = yi.P               …….when P→ 0 
&    
  ∑µi. dNi
n
i=1
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µi(T,P,y⃗ ) - µi
ideal gas
(T,P,y⃗ ) = RTlnfi(T,P,y⃗ )       (6) 
Where fi is fugacity coefficient for component in the given phase and                            
lim (fi) →1.0     …for ideal gas 
Here as an intermediate state, one more reference state for the chemical potential of 
component i in a liquid phase is also considered, 
        μᵢ(T,P,x⃗ ) - µi
ideal liquid
 (T,P,x⃗ ) = RTln ɤᵢ(T,P,x⃗ )      (7) 
In equation (6) & (7); y and x are mole fractions of gas & liquid respectively. ɤᵢ is activity 
coefficient for component i in the liquid mixture and limits of ɤᵢ can be expressed as, 
          lim ɤᵢ = 1.0 when xᵢ →1.0 
From above equation (7), it is seen that the chemical potential of a species in ideal solution is 
lower than the chemical potential of pure component.  
Equation (6), (7) and much of the data in this section 3.1 are found in (kvamme, 2015a).   
       
   
 1 exp( ( )) 1D smoothQ z dz            (8) 
 
Where β = inverse of Boltzmann constant times temperature 
           Q = configurational part of the canonical partition function 
           z = distance from the surface. 
The above equation applied to water, is based on absolute thermodynamics when chemical     
potential of pure water is calculated from models using molecular simulations. More 
specifically the data has been used from (Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995). 
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SRK (Soave-Redlich-Kwong) EOS 
The most applied Equation of State in Oil and Gas Industry is SRK (Mingjian et.al, 2007), 
  
                            P =  
RT
v−b  
- 
𝑎(T)
v(v+b)
                                                               (9) 
                                   𝑎(T) = 𝑎cα(T) 
                                        𝑎𝑐 = 0.42747 
Rc
2 Tc
2
𝑃c
   
              a(T) = 1+(0.480+1.574 +0.176r
0.5
) 
                            𝑏 = 0.08664 
R Tc
𝑃c
   
 
Where,   v = molar volume 
              R = Ideal gas constant (8.314 J/mole.K) 
              b = excluded molecule volume 
              Tc = absolute temperature at critical point 
              Pc = pressure at the critical point 
                     ω = acentric factor 
                     a = specific constant 
    α(T) is added so that SRK reproduces pure component vapor pressure. 
 
 
3.2 Water Thermodynamics  
 
When equation (6) applied for water, the chemical potential of pure water has been calculated 
from models using molecular simulations. The data used here is from Kvamme and Tanaka 
(Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995). 
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a) Symmetric Excess  
Chemical potential of component i in water phase,          
            
   µi
H20 = µi
ideal liquid
  + RTln [xi.ɤᵢ
H2O
(T,P,x⃗ )]     (10)  
                                                                                                                               
         Where ɤᵢ→1.0            
                  xi→1.0    
 
b) Asymmetric Excess 
When chemical potential of component i in aqueous phase uses asymmetric excess/non-
symmetric convention as a reference state which is useful for gases with low solubility in 
water,                                                                                                                   
                                       
           µi
H2O
(T,P,x⃗ ) = µi
∞
 (T,P,x⃗ ) + RT ln [xi. ɤi
∞
 (T,P,x⃗ )]       (11) 
                            lim ɤi
∞→1.0 ; xi→0 
In above equation (11) superscript ∞ denotes the chemical potential of i in water at infinite 
dilution. ɤᵢ
∞
 is the activity coefficient of component i in aq. phase. The limit of activity 
coefficient approaches to unit as mole fraction becomes zero. Here to estimate the absolute 
values of chemical potentials at infinite dilution the molecular dynamics simulation & Gibbs-
Duhem relation (Kvamme et.al, 2014c., Kvamme et.al, 2014d) is used which describes the 
relationship between changes in a thermodynamic system.    
The bulk of the actual pressure and temperature range corresponds to a liquid state for all the 
phases except the hydrate. The brief discussion on hydrate phase can be read in (Kvamme 
et.al, 2013a). 
In this work the solubility of H2O in CO2/N2 considered is very low. So in this case the 
following approximation of infinite dilution should prove sufficiently accurate for CO2 with 
small amount of N2. 
 
                µi,j (T,P,x⃗ ) ≈ µi,j
∞
(T,P) + RTln [xi,j ɤi,j
∞
 (T,P,x⃗ )]    (12) 
 
Where subscript j denotes the component & i denotes the phase. Much of the data in section 
3.2 is taken from (Kvamme, 2013b). 
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3.3 Hydrate Thermodynamics 
 
The chemical potential of water in hydrate is expressed as follows. This equation is obtained 
by applying statistical mechanical model for water in hydrate (Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995).  
This equation is based on adsorption theory, 
                 µw
H  = µw
0,H
- ∑ RTk=1,2 Vk ln(1+∑ihik)               (13) 
       
 Where, H refers to hydrate phase.  
µw
H  = Chemical potential of water in hydrate 
µw
0,H 
= Chemical potential of water in empty hydrate (no filling in any cavity) 
Vk = Fraction of cavity type k per water. 
The unit cell of structure 1 consists of 46 water molecules (12.01 Å cubic box). It has two 
small and six large cavities (Sloan & Koh, 2007). 
For large Cavity   V1= 6/46 = 3/23 
For small cavity   V2= 2/46 = 1/23 
In above equation (13) the cavity partition functions are integrated under the assumption that 
the water molecules are fixed and normally also neglecting interaction with surrounding 
molecule. For a molecule like methane won’t have a significant effect on water movements. 
On other hand CO2 will change chemical potential by roughly ≈ 1 KJ/mole at 0 °C when 
compared to the assumption of undisturbed fixed water molecules (Kvamme et.al, 2014e).  
The canonical partition function for a k cavity type containing a guest molecule of type i is 
given by, 
                         hik = e
ß 
(µi
H  
- ∆g
ik
inc
)       (14)                                                  
                            ß=1/RT          ….in molar units 
Where ß is the inverse of gas constant times temperature and ∆g
ik
inc
 = impact on hydrate water 
from the inclusion of the guest molecule i in the cavity i.e. free energy change of putting the 
molecule inside the cavity k (Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995). 
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3.4 Equilibrium Thermodynamics of Hydrate 
 
At equilibrium chemical potential of i in hydrate has to be identical to chemical potential of 
molecule i in the phase it has been extracted from (Chemical potential of dissolved CO2 or 
CH4 for the case of hydrate formation from aqueous solution) (Kvamme et.al, 2014e). 
Now the hydrate content of all gas components can be estimated by applying equation (6) to 
calculate their chemical potential when dissolved in the gas (here methane) phase. Water will 
totally dominate the dew point. The hydrate formation in case of liquid water drop out can be 
obtained by applying equation below (Kvamme et.al, 2015b). 
 
µw
0,H 
- ∑ RTk=1,2  Vk ln(1+∑ihik) = µi,H2O
pure water
(T,P)
 
+ RTln [xi,H2O ɤi,H2O(T,P,x⃗ )]  (15)  
 
The chemical potential of empty hydrate structure estimated based on (model based on 
Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995). The free energy change related to a hydrate phase transition 
∆GH, can be written as equation (16). 
 
                ∆GH=  𝑑 ∑  x𝑖
HnH
i=1 (µ𝑖
H − µ𝑖
p
)                    (16)  
 
In above equation (16), H represents hydrate phase & p represents parent phase of molecule i.  
The non-equilibrium description of hydrate  by (Kvamme et.al, 2013a) can be  applied for this 
purpose to follow free energy gradients until the CO2/N2 phase has been mostly depleted in 
the most aggressive hydrate former CO2. 
The relation between the filling fraction, the mole fractions & cavity partition function is 
given by equation (17), 
 
             θik =  
x𝑖,𝑘
H
vk(1−XT)
 = 
hik
 1+∑ hik𝑖
         (17) 
           
         Where xT = total mole fraction of all guests in the hydrate 
                   𝛉𝐢𝐤 = Filling fraction of component in cavity type k 
                   xik
H
 = Mole fraction of component i in cavity type k. 
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4. Theoretical Case Studies  
 
In this section, a selection of the hydrate bearing reservoir fields has been studied with respect 
to physical properties mainly temperature, pressure conditions in order to estimate the hydrate 
stability limits for mixtures of CO2 & N2 in terms of chemical potentials. This section also 
provides some of the details on different experiments performed by different groups on gas 
hydrate field production.  
Seismic data provides us most accurate graphic representation of particular portion of the 
Earth’s surface geologic structure i.e. seismic data provides information about physical 
properties such as depth, temperature, pressure, geothermal gradient in hydrate bearing layers 
but we need concentration dependency for stability which is more important. For the stability 
analyses and in order to produce gas safely from hydrate bearing sediments, the accurate data 
about physical properties of hydrate bearing sediments are required. For this purpose the 
physical properties of hydrate bearing units in different fields; in this thesis Eileen area on the 
North Slope of Alaska, USA., Mallik field, Canada & MITI Nankai Trough, Japan and 
Bjørnøya Basin in Barents Sea has been  studied. 
4.1 Eileen Area on the North Slope of Alaska 
 
The main body of this section describes the known and inferred gas hydrate accumulations in 
the Prudhoe Bay region. GH reservoirs occur within and below the ice-bearing permafrost on 
the Alaska North Slope because the gas hydrate stability zone includes temperatures that are 
below and above the freezing point of water. 
4.1.1 Occurrences of Methane Hydrate on the North Slope of Alaska 
                                                                                                                                                          
Almost 40 years of GH research in northern Alaska has confirmed the occurrences of at least 
two large gas hydrate accumulations. Interest in hydrates as a potential energy source has 
been enhanced further by reports of feasible gas production from hydrates (Makogon & 
Sayakhov, 1988). The occurrence of NGHs on the North Slope of Alaska was confirmed in 
1972 when ARCO\Exxon well were successful in recovering the first sample of a NGH in a 
solid state (Kvenvolden & McMenamin, 1980). This sample was obtained from the depth of 
666 m. The well was drilled with cool drilling muds in an attempt to reduce thawing of the 
permafrost and decomposition of the GHs.  
A methane hydrate sample was recovered in pressurized core barrel. This study of pressurized 
core barrel confirms the presence of gas in hydrate state. The well logging data from Prudhoe 
Bay field in northern Alaska confirms the existence of gas hydrates at depth of 210 m to 1100 
m (Kvenvolden & McMenamin, 1980). A previous study shows that the hydrates would be 
stable on northern Alaska for depths up to 1200 m (Katz, 1971). GHs exist under a limited 
range of temperature and pressure conditions. Well logging data from Eileen State-2 well 
(shown in the following figure) gives another evidence for existence of gas hydrate. 
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Figure 13: (A) Downhole logs from the Northwest Eileen State-2 well depicting the depth of units B, C, 
D, and E. (B) Insert of well logs from the cored (664–667 m) gas hydrate interval (unit C) in the 
Northwest Eileen State-2 well (Collett et.al, 2009). 
Well logging data indicates the presence of hydrate zone due to the hydrate bearing sediments 
has a relatively high resistivity as shown in above figure 13. Spontaneous potential (SP) 
curves show very little deflection in hydrate zones in comparison with deflections in free-gas 
and free-water zones. Sonic log shows high acoustic velocity. In combination with the 
resistivity log & sonic log, mud logs as well pointed out the presence of hydrates in this area 
(Kvenvolden & McMenamin, 1980).  
Studies of pressurized core samples, downhole well logging data, and the results of formation 
production testing have confirmed the presence of three gas hydrate bearing stratigraphic 
units in the Northwest Eileen State-2 well. In Kuparuk oil field, GHs are present in about four 
to six laterally continuous units that can be delineated in cross section. These six gas hydrate-
bearing sedimentary units in the Eileen accumulation have each been assigned by a reference 
letters A to F, as shown in the following figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Cross section showing lateral and vertical extent of gas hydrates and underlying free-gas 
occurrences in Prudhoe Bay-Kuparuk River area. Gas-hydrate-bearing units are identified with 
reference letters A through F. Gamma-ray (GR) and resistivity (RES) logs are shown for three wells 
(Collett, 1993b). 
The recognized GHs appear to be laterally continuous and extensive; these widespread 
distributions of in-situ GHs on the North Slope suggest that they may be an unconventional 
source of natural gas. The main focus of this section is to evaluate the geological and 
geophysical data that aid in the delineation of hydrate prospects.  
The volume of gas that may be contained in a gas hydrate accumulation depends on five 
primary reservoir parameters (parameters modified from Collett, 1993b), 
 
(1) Areal extent of the GH occurrence                              
(2) Reservoir thickness                           
(3) Sediment porosity                                      
(4) Degree of GH saturation                                              
(5) Volume of Gas within hydrate. 
 
1. Areal Extent of the GH Occurrence – Well logging data confirms the existence of GHs 
on the North Slope of Alaska at the depth of 210 m to 1100 m. 
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2. Reservoir Thickness or Area – The total mapped area of all six gas hydrate units in the 
Eileen accumulation is about 1643 km
2
, the areal extent of the individual units range from 3 
km
2
 to 404 km
2
. 
 
3. Porosity – The density log derived sedimentary porosities for the three gas hydrate bearing 
units in the Eileen area average about 36% to 39%. 
4. Gas Hydrate Saturation – The average value of gas hydrate saturation in the three hydrate 
bearing units (Unit C, D, E) ranges from about 33% to 61%. These values are estimated from 
the available downhole log data. Thicknesses of individual zones are listed in Table 3 below. 
5. Volume of Gas within Hydrate – The volume of the gas within the Eileen gas hydrate 
accumulation is estimated about the twice the volume of known conventional gas in the 
Prudhoe Bay Field (Collett, 1993b), range between 1.1 to 1.2 trillion cubic meter (at STP) 
(Collett, 2009). Total volume of gas within hydrate for Northwest Eileen State-2 well 
corresponds to 2 to 1,511,216,069 Km
2
 (m
3
). 
Some of the other properties are as follows, 
6. Biogenic or Thermogenic Sources – The hydrocarbon gas available for hydrate formation 
is basically from either bacterial decay of organic rich sediments or thermogenic sources. 
Generally biogenic gas is generated at shallow depths compared to thermogenic gas (below 
1000 m). The molecular and isotopic analysis indicates the occurrence of methane in gas 
hydrates at northern Alaska is of thermal origin. 
7. Salinity – The presence of salts such as NaCl in gas hydrate system lowers the hydrate 
formation temperature. The results from 55 analyses of pore waters from the North Slope 
region collected between depths of 400 m to 2000 m indicate salinity vary from 0.5 to 19.0 
parts per thousand (ppt) with no marked correlation between depth and salinity. For the 
calculation of GHSZ in northern Alaska (Collett et.al, 2009) the pore-water salinity of 5.00 
ppt has been assumed. 
8. Geothermal Gradient & Permafrost Thickness – The geothermal gradient needed for 
the prediction of depth of hydrate stability is not easily obtained, especially when hydrate 
bearing permafrost is present. After evaluating logs from 125 wells on the North Slope, it was 
determined that in order to have an intersection between the methane hydrate stability curve 
and a geothermal gradient, the projected gradient within the ice-bearing permafrost must be 
equal to or less than 4.32 °C/100 m (Collett, 1983). Values in the ice-bearing permafrost vary 
from ≈1.5 °C/100 m in the Prudhoe Bay area to ≈ 4.5 °C/100 m in the east-central portion of 
the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska. Geothermal gradients below the ice-bearing 
permafrost sequence range from ~ 1.6 °C/100 m to ~ 5.2 °C/100 m. Much of the analysis 
depends on interpretation of this gradient change. In the phase diagram (figure 15) obtained 
from the Northwest Eileen State-2 well, mean annual temperature of ground surface -10 °C is 
assumed (Collett, 2002). Geothermal gradient above the base of ice bearing permafrost is 1.9 
°C/100 m and below the base of permafrost 3.2 °C/100 m is considered for the calculations of 
temperature conditions (Collett & Kvenvolden, 1987). 
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9. Phase Diagram – The conditions necessary for formation and stability of GHs are 
controlled largely by temperature and pressure as shown in the constructed phase diagram. In 
figure 15, the previously calculated geothermal gradients below & above the base of 
permafrost has been plotted on a methane hydrate stability curve. The gas-hydrate phase 
diagram graphically demonstrates that the geothermal gradient has to be known before the 
limits of the GH stability field can be calculated. Earlier studies by (Lachenbruch et.al, 1982, 
Lachenbruch et.al, 1985) explained the methods for obtaining geothermal gradients and 
surface temperatures.  
 
 
Figure 15: Gas hydrate phase diagram from the Northwest Eileen State-2 well (Collett & Kvenvolden, 
1987). 
The above phase diagram is constructed by considering hydrostatic pore-pressure gradient of 
9.795 KPa/m (0.1 bar). The methane stability curve and the base of ice-bearing permafrost 
can be used to determine the depth and zone of potential methane hydrate stability. The phase 
diagram (figure 15) illustrates that the zone of potential gas hydrate stability in the Northwest 
Eileen State-2 well lies within the depths between two intersections of the geothermal 
gradient curve and hydrate stability curve.  
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10. Calculations of Temperature and Pressure Conditions –  
The section 4.1 provides the depths and potential thicknesses of formations as a function of 
the permafrost thickness, geothermal gradient, pressure gradient, and ocean temperature in the 
Prudhoe Bay field on North Slope of Alaska. Here temperature range in the permafrost and 
below the base of permafrost is determined by multiplying depth by geothermal gradient and 
adding surface temperature. In a similar way the pressure range for hydrate bearing zones are 
calculated by multiplying pressure gradient by depth and adding surface pressure.   
Field analysis provides, 
Surface Temperature ≈ -10°C 
Permafrost Thickness ≈ 532 m (±20 m) 
Temperature at the base of permafrost i.e. at depth 550 m = (-0.1 °C)  
Geothermal Gradient above the base of permafrost ≈ 1.9 °C/100 m 
Geothermal Gradient below the base of permafrost ≈ 3.2 °C/100 m 
Calculated temperature range for Unit C ≈ 3.15 °C to 4.17 °C 
Calculated temperature range for Unit D ≈ 1.5 °C to 1.80 °C 
Calculated temperature range for Unit E ≈ 0.35 °C to 0.89 °C 
A hydrostatic pore-pressure gradient 9.795 KPa/m (0.1 bar) is generally assumed when 
calculating gas hydrate stability conditions in northern Alaska. 
Calculated pressure range for Unit C ≈ 63.81 bar to 66.65 bar 
Calculated pressure range for Unit D ≈ 59.03 bar to 59.69 bar 
Calculated pressure range for Unit E ≈ 55.2 bar to 56.89 bar 
Here temperature - pressure conditions required for stability evaluation has been calculated 
using geothermal gradient, pore-pressure gradient and depth profile. The hydrate stability 
limits in terms of chemical potential as a function of temperature with gradual decrease in 
CO2 content in the mixture of CO2 and N2 for the log inferred hydrate region in the 
Northwest Eileen State-2 well and also for individual Units (Unit C, Unit D & Unit E) has 
been evaluated in Section 5.2. Temperature range assumed here for the hydrate stability 
evaluation ranges from 268 K to 288 K. The temperature - pressure profile with depth for 
separate hydrate bearing units is shown in figure 16 (schematic representation).  
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11. Schematic Representation –  
The schematic of depth, temperature and pressure conditions calculated in three hydrate 
bearing units (Unit C, D & E) in Northwest Eileen State-2 well can be represented as in figure 
16, 
 
Figure 16: Schematic of depth, temperature, and pressure conditions in three hydrate bearing units 
(Unit C, D & E) in Northwest Eileen State-2 well (In figure BIPF refers to base of Ice-bearing 
permafrost) (Aruna Sapate). 
 
In above figure the depth, calculated temperature-pressure conditions for the individual 
hydrate bearing units has been depicted. It is observed that the Unit C is thickest zone with 
average gas hydrate saturation 60.9%.  
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The physical properties of GH bearing sediments in the Eileen area can be summarized in 
table format as follows, 
 
  Properties Unit C Unit D Unit E 
1 
Depth of log-inferred GHs 
(m) 651.5 – 680.5 602.7 – 609.4 564.0 – 580.8 
2 
Thickness of hydrate 
bearing units (m) 29.0 6.7 16.8 
3 
Calculated temperature 
range (°C) 
3.15 (276.3K) –
4.16 (277.2K) 
1.5 (274.7K) – 
1.80 (274.9K) 
0.5 (273.5K) –
0.89 (274.04K) 
4 
Calculated pressure range 
(bar) 63.81 – 66.65 59.03 – 59.69 55.24 – 56.89 
5 
Average GH Saturation   
(%) 60.9 33.9 32.6 
6 Salinity (ppt) 5 5 5 
7 
Average sediment porosity 
(%) 35.6 35.8 38.6 
8 
Saturation of pore bounded 
water (%) - - - 
9 Free water saturation - - - 
10 
Biogenic\Thermogenic 
origin Thermogenic Thermogenic Thermogenic 
11 
Volume of gas within 
hydrate per Km
2 
(m
3
) 1,030,904,796 133,382,462 346,928,811 
                                                                                                                                                                               
Table 3: Geophysical properties of gas hydrate bearing units in Northwest Eileen State-2 well (data 
taken from Collett, 2002, Modified by Aruna Sapate). 
 
Total volume of gas within hydrate for Northwest Eileen State-2 well corresponds to 
1,511,216,069 Km
2 
(m
3
). 
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4.2 Mallik Field, Mackenzie River Delta, Canada 
                                                                                                                                                             
This section contains some important details on GHs inferred at Mallik L-38 well drill site. 
The Mallik methane hydrate field is located in the northern edge of Canada’s Mackenzie 
Delta, Beaufort Sea, Canada. The location was chosen due to its high hydrate concentration. 
The Japan Petroleum Exploration Company (JAPEX)/Japan National Oil Corporation 
(JNOC), Geological survey of Canada (GOC) drilled a GH research well Mallik 2L in 1998 
near the already existing Mallik L well which was drilled by Imperial Oil in 1972 (Bily & 
Dick, 1974). The Mallik 2L gas hydrate research well was designed to investigate the 
existence of naturally occurring GHs in the Mallik area of Mackenzie Delta River of Canada 
(Dallimore et.al, 1999). All of the inferred GHs occur within the clastic sandy sediments in 
Tertiary Kugmallit & Mackenzie Bay sequences. 
4.2.1 Occurrences of GHs in Mallik Field 
                                                                                                                                         
The well logging studies indicate that the Mallik L-38 drill site offers favorable logistics and 
has the thickest known GH accumulation in the region. Quantitative well log data and core 
studies confirmed the existence of ten gas hydrate bearing stratigraphic units within the depth 
interval of 810.1 m to 1102.3 m (Dallimore & Collett, 1998). In the Mallik L-38 well each of 
the hydrate bearing stratigraphic units contains substantial amount of energy. Till date Mallik 
site is one of the most concentrated GH reservoirs with pore space hydrate concentration 
exceeding 80%. In December 2001 to March 2002 under “The Mallik gas hydrate research 
well program” drilled three wells namely Mallik 3L-38, 4L-38 & production well 5L-38.The 
location of three wells drilled in this area is as shown in figure 17.                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
Figure 17: Map of the Mallik gas hydrate field, in the Mackenzie Delta, Northwest Territories, Canada 
(Collett, 2008). 
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The Mallik field is located onshore and first onshore production test was carried out at this 
Mallik site in the Mackenzie Delta in the Northwest Territories of Canada in 2002. The 
Mallik site has humid ground in summer and in winter the ground is found to be completely 
frozen. It is investigated that the permanently frozen ground (permafrost thickness) is found to 
a depth of approximately 640 m (Collett & Dallimore, 1998). Under these circumstances 
increase in pressure decreases the underground temperature and which provides a favorable 
conditions of high pressure and low temperature for the stability of methane hydrate at Mallik 
site.  
As mentioned previously the drilling at Mallik site provides information about the existence 
of ten methane hydrate bearing stratigraphic units at the depth between 810.1 m to 1102.3 m, 
these hydrate bearing units and their respective thicknesses can be listed in table number 4.  
 
Hydrate  
Unit 
Depth from Ground 
Surface (m) 
Thickness (m) 
1 810.1 - 817.0 6.9 
2 880 - 905.4 25.4 
3 910.3 - 925.5 15.2 
4 936.5 - 948.1 11.6 
5 951.1 - 954.5 3.4 
6 963.3 - 973.4 10.1 
7 978.6 - 987.7 9.1 
8 1003.2 - 1006.3 3.1 
9 1066.9 - 1073.7 6.8 
10 1082.2 - 1102.3 20.1 
 
Total thickness = 111.4 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Table 4: Depth and thickness of log inferred gas hydrate bearing stratigraphic units in the Mallik L-38 
well (Data taken from Collett & Dallimore, 1998). 
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This analysis provides the detailed overview of GHs in the Mallik L-38 drill site. While 
drilling Mallik 3L-38 well, they placed great emphasis on core analysis. Approximately 37 m 
of core were recovered from the depth of 878 m to 944 m in the Mallik 2L-38 well. In this 
case GHs were observed in the pore spaces and several forms of visible gas hydrates in the 
unconsolidated sands & gravels (Dallimore et.al, 1999). Well logging data has been used to 
evaluate local geology, permafrost and gas hydrate conditions. In the upper 1500 m, three 
sequences has been identified namely Iperk sequence (0-350 m), the Mackenzie Bay sequence 
(350 m - 935 m) & Kugmallit sequence (935 m - bottom of hole) (Dixon et.al, 1992). The 
well log data from Mallik L-38 well exhibits both high electrical resistivities and high 
acoustic velocities as shown in column 4 & 5 respectively in figure 18. In total 25 well (17%) 
recognizes the existence of GHs in this area (Collett & Dallimore, 1998). All of these existed 
GHs occur in the clastic sedimentary rock sequences as mentioned previously i.e. Iperk 
sequence, Kugmallit sequence, & Mackenzie sequence. 
 
 
Figure 18: Downhole log data from the Mallik L-38 well. Data shown include the natural gamma ray log 
from the GR tool, neutron porosity data from SNP, bulk density data from FDC, deep reading electrical 
resistivity data from DIL & acoustic velocity data from BHC. On right hand side number indicates the 
depth of ten stratigraphic units (Collett & Dallimore, 1998).  
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The well log data indicates that the greatest concentration of GH is located within sand and 
gravel deposits between 897 m to 922 m. Hence open hole well logs reveal that the Mallik L-
38 well drilled about 111 m of gas hydrate bearing strata within the depth interval from 810.1 
m to 1102.3 m which is within the zone of predicted methane hydrate stability and below the 
base of ice bearing permafrost. Geochemical and isotopic determinations suggest that the 
methane hydrate observed in the core hole is biogenic (microbial) in origin (Dallimore & 
Collett, 1995).  
1) Phase Diagram –  
The conditions necessary for formation and stability of GHs are mainly controlled by some 
Physio-chemical properties such as temperature, pressure, gas chemistry etc. The major 
factors controlling the formation and stability of the inferred gas hydrates in the Mallik L-38 
well site are represented in reconstructed phase diagram (Figure 19). 
 
 
 
Figure 19: Reconstructed temperature – depth profile for Mallik L-38 site superimposed on methane 
hydrate stability curve. Methane hydrate stability field occurs to left of methane hydrate stability curve. 
(In figure BIPF refers to base of ice-bearing permafrost) (Majorowickz & Hannigan, 2000). 
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2) Permafrost Thickness –  
Now days the Mackenzie Delta field has become an attractive centre for northern scientific 
research and hydrocarbon exploration. Both onshore and offshore drilling activities in 1970s 
provide knowledge about the presence of deep permafrost. Conventional logging studies 
acquired during the tentative drilling for oil & gas has been successfully accomplished to set 
up the depth of ice bearing permafrost (IBPF) i.e. permafrost thickness. Further information 
on the permafrost depth has been directly obtained by geophysical well log responses 
especially acoustic log and electrical log. The “Mallik 2002 Gas Hydrate Production Research 
Well” investigated that the permafrost layer is approximately 640 m thick (Collett & 
Dallimore, 1998) and overlies gas hydrate accumulation between about 800 m to 1100 m 
below ground level within sedimentary succession. 
3) Surface Temperature and Geothermal Gradient –  
In the Mackenzie Delta area subsurface temperature data comes from industry acquired 
production drill stem tests and bottom hole well log surveys (Collett & Dallimore, 1998). An 
average surface temperature conditions in the incipient areas of Mackenzie Delta has found to 
be -9 °C (Allen et.al, 1988). Geothermal gradient below the IBPF in Mackenzie Delta – 
Beufort sea region were more uniform, ranging from 3.0 °C/100 m to 4.0 °C/100 m 
(Majorowickz et.al, 1990). In this case study of field Mackenzie Delta, temperature range for 
the expected GH bearing units are calculated by considering sub-permafrost geothermal 
gradient of 2.7 °C/100 m & temperature predicted at the base of IBPF i.e. at depth of 640 m is 
-0.1 °C (Collett & Dallimore, 1998).  
4) Pore Pressure –  
The available information allows the assumption of the regional pore pressures for the upper 
1500 m of strata in the Mackenzie Delta field is similar to that of hydrostatic pressure i.e. pore 
pressure gradient of 9.8 KPa/m (0.433 psi/ft) knowing that the main overpressure zone are at 
least thousand meter deeper within succession (Collett & Dallimore, 1998). 
5) Calculations –  
Permafrost thickness – 640 m 
Geothermal gradient – 2.7 °C 
Pore-pressure gradient – 9.8 KPa/m (0.1 bar) 
Temperature provided at the base of ice-bearing permafrost – (-1°C) 
Temperature at depth 810.1 m = start temp. + (geothermal gradient * depth)  
                  = (-1°C) + (0.027 * 170)     
        = 3.6°C = 276.75 K 
Temperature at depth 1102.3 m = (-1) + (0.027 * 462) 
        = 11.48 °C = 284.63 K 
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The physical properties of gas hydrates inferred sediments in the Mallik area can be 
summarized in the Table number 5.   
 
Mallik L- 38well 
 
Properties Values 
1 Depth of log inferred gas hydrates (m) 810.1 – 1102.3 
2 Thickness of hydrate bearing zone (m) 111.4 
3 Geothermal gradient (°C/100 m) 2.7 
4 Permafrost thickness (m) 640 
5 Temperature at the BIPF (°C) -1  
6 Calculated temperature range °C (K) 
3.6 (276.75) – 
11.48 (284.63) 
7 Calculated pressure range (bar) 79.38 – 108.03 
8 Average gas hydrate saturation (%) 67 
9 Water saturation (%) 33 
10 Salinity (ppt) 25 
11 Average sediment porosity (%) 35 
12 Biogenic/ Thermogenic origin Biogenic  
13 Gas chemistry Pure methane 
14 
Volume of gas within hydrate per Km
2
 
(m
3
) 4,284,000,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Table 5: Geophysical properties of GH bearing units in Mallik L-38 well (Data taken from Collett & 
Dallimore, 1998). 
 
In 1998 the collaborative research program between Japan & India confirms the existence of 
methane GHs at the Mallik site by obtaining geological and geochemical data through 
wireline logging and coring. In 2002 first onshore GH production test was carried out by 
collaborative research project by five countries (Japan, Canada, USA, India & Germany) & 
seven research institutes (the former Japan National Oil Corporation – the predecessor of 
JOGMEC, Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), US Department of Energy (DOE), US 
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Geological Survey (USGS), German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ), Indian Ministry 
of Petroleum and Natural Gas – Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) in India, and 
Project of BP-Chevron Texaco Mackenzie Delta Joint Venture) (Yamamoto & Dallimore, 
2008). In 2002 the collaborative research program successfully produced gas from methane 
GHs by using thermal stimulation production method. In this hot water circulation test, hot 
water heated up to 80 °C is pumped into the methane hydrate deposits existing within a depth 
approximately 1100 m below from the ground surface through a test well. The temperature of 
pumped hot water was estimated to be around 50 °C when it comes near the hydrate bearing 
layers & as a result rise in the temperature to a point that the hydrate breaks down and 
methane hydrate dissociates. The collaborative test program succeeded in producing 
approximately 470 m
3
 of gas from methane hydrate over a five days production period. This 
was the first test at the Mackenzie Delta (permafrost area) in the northwest of Canada to 
produce methane gas by dissociating methane hydrate was conducted as a pioneer in the 
world.  
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4.3 MITI Nankai Trough, Japan 
 
The main objective of this section is to investigate the geophysical properties of inferred GH 
bearing sediments in the Nankai Trough area, Japan which are necessary requirements for the 
interpretation of the stability limits of hydrate using mixture of CO2 & N2. The Nankai 
Trough is located beneath the Pacific Ocean off the southeast coast of Japan. Since Japan is 
high energy consumption country, they need to develop a technology for energy production 
from in-situ GH deposits and therefore heightened the interest in methane hydrate. So first 
time Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry drilled a research well in 1999-2000 in offshore 
Tokai, Japan & after that Japan completed second methane hydrate exploration field program 
in 2004. The MITI Nankai Trough well was drilled to investigate the potential of deep marine 
in-situ methane hydrate resources. The Nankai Trough runs along the Japanese Islands from 
offshore Tokai to offshore Kyushu areas, where fore-arc basins and accretionary prisms have 
developed extensively. Geographically the eastern part of the Nanakai Trough is separated 
into three zones; fore-arc basins, outer ridges & through axis.  
4.3.1 Occurrences of GHs in Nankai Trough 
                                                                                                                                                             
Over a last decade Nankai Trough has become the focus of GH studies because Japan as a 
high hydrocarbon consumption country, it is highly dependent on imported energy resources 
and lack of domestic fossil energy sources. From November 1999 to February 2000, the 
Nankai Trough wells were drilled by Japan National Oil Corporation (JNOC) & MITI 
(Ministry of International Trade & Industry, currently Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry). The drilling location was selected in the Nankai Trough area where existence of 
Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSRs) has been pointed out by scientific seismic program 
(Satoh et.al, 1996). The MITI Nankai Trough wells were drilled to provide the physical 
evidence for existence of gas in the Pacific Ocean 50 km offshore of the Tenryu River Mouth, 
Shizuoka Prefecture, Central Japan at a water depth of 945 m. The temperature range at sea 
bottom corresponds to 3 °C (Takahashi et.al, 2001). 
The MITI Nankai Trough wells consist of total six wells and are drilled within 100 m 
distances through BSR horizon. These six wells consists two pilot holes, main hole, & three 
post - survey wells (PSW) were drilled 655 m and 544 m below the sea floor (1600 mbsl & 
1489 mbsl), and main holes 2355 m below sea floor (3300 mbsl) respectively followed by 
three post survey wells (PSW) drilled to 355 m below sea floor (1300 mbsl) (Uchida et.al, 
2004). The MITI Nankai Trough wells penetrated the sea floor at water depth about 945 m 
(Collett, 2002). In order to recover the in situ hydrate bearing core sample without 
dissociating it while bringing it to the surface a unique coring method of ‘Pressure 
Temperature Core Sampler’ (PTCS) has been developed. The PTCS technique succeed in 
recovering GH bearing sand core samples were successfully recovered from main hole and 
the post survey wells – 2. In the MITI Nankai Trough wells high gas hydrate saturation within 
the cored intervals is observed in the main hole at the depth 165 to 327 mbsf and at the depth 
204 to 278 mbsf in PSW-2 well (Uchida & Tsuji, 2004).  
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Nankai Trough area is characterized by the wide distribution of BSRs, but they are 
discontinuous. The BSRs runs parallel to the topography of seafloor. Usually the base of 
hydrate stability zone on continental margin is identified by occurrence of BSRs. The BSRs 
are reflections generated at the boundary between the gas hydrate saturated sediments above 
& the underlying sediment containing free gas (Pecher et.al, 1996). The BSR reflections are 
primarily due to presence of free gas therefore GHs may exist without BSRs. Hence wide 
distribution of GHs around Japan is interpreted based on existence of BSRs (Singh et.al, 
1993). In summary high amplitude of BSRs reveals the presence of gas hydrate bearing strata, 
in contrast the amplitudes are not so striking in hydrate free region. 
Well logging data including resistivity data, acoustic transit time data & NMR data is used for 
the evaluation of GH saturation within the sediments. Hydrate bearing layers are identified by 
increased resistivity & acoustic velocity as shown in figure 20 below. Well logging data & 
core analysis indicates the existence of hydrate in pore spaces of several sand layers between 
1135 mbsl and 1213 mbsl (i.e. 190 m to 268 m below sea floor) (details can be seen in 
Takahashi et.al, 2001). Well log analyses & pore water chloride anomalies confirms the 
occurrences of gas hydrates within the depth of 204 m & 268 m below sea floor in the main 
hole and as well as PSW-2 well indicates the GH saturation within the hydrate bearing sand 
layers are approximately about 60% to 90%. Well logging and core analysis shows that within 
the depth interval 204 mbsf to 268 mbsf, three distinct hydrate bearing sand layers are 
observed from 204-212 mbsf, 236-246 mbsf & 255-268 mbsf. It is observed that these hydrate 
bearing strata are 1cm to 1 m thick and are highly saturated (up to 90%). 
 
 
Figure 20: Downhole log data from ODP Site 889. Data shown include the natural gamma-ray log, 
bulk-density data, neutron porosities, compressional-wave acoustic velocities, and deep-reading 
electrical resistivities (Collett, 2002). 
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From above figure it is clear that the MITI Nankai Trough well analysis allows us to expect 
the subsurface distribution of GHs at a depth about 300 m below sea floor. According to 
(Waseda & Uchida, 2004), GHs in the Nankai Trough is composed of nearly by pure methane 
gas. The geochemical analysis of the samples collected by MITI Nankai Trough drilling 
reveals that the methane in hydrate bearing layer is of biogenic origin. Interstitial water 
extracted from the core sediments obtained from the exploratory MITI Nankai Trough well 
and analyzed for the chloride and sulfate concentrations in order to investigate the depth 
profile & occurrences of gas hydrates. Many similarities have been observed between Mallik 
site in Canada and the Nankai Trough wells regarding observations of well interconnected and 
highly saturated pore-space hydrate systems within sandy sediments.  
A 2D and high resolution seismic study shows two BSRs in this study area of eastern Nankai 
Trough as shown in figure 21. Strong BSRs (BSR 1) at the depth of 263 m below sea floor 
were correlated to boundary between GH bearing sands and the shallower low velocity zone. 
The BSR 2 at depth of 289 m below sea floor corresponds to the top of deeper low velocity 
zone of sonic log. In the study area, the Nankai Trough has three ‘BGHSs’. BGHS-0 exists at 
~230 mbsf and is defined by temperature measurements. BGHS-1 exists at 265 mbsf and 
corresponds to the base of gas hydrate-bearing sands and BSR-1. BGHS-2 exists at 289~295 
mbsf and corresponds to BSR-2 (as illustrated in figure 21). Based on research results, the 
world’s first offshore natural hydrate exploration wells were successfully drilled from 
November 1999 to February 2000 at a single location in the Nankai Trough off Japan. 
 
Figure 21: Correlation of temperature, velocity, resistivity, FMI (Formation Micro-Scanner), gas hydrate 
(Sh%) and chloride logs in the exploratory wells in the eastern Nankai Trough. [Solid horizontal lines 
indicate the predicted base of gas hydrate stability (BGHS-0), shallow BSRs (BSR-1) and deeper 
BSRs (BSR-2)](Ryo Matsuoto et.al, 2004). 
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1) Phase Diagram –  
Geothermal gradient is needed in order to calculate the temperature at the hydrate bearing 
sediments in this area. The direct measurement of the formation temperature reveals the 
geothermal gradient of 4.3 °C/100 m. In below phase diagram the base of gas hydrate stability 
is observed at the depth of 230 mbsf which is shallower than the base of gas hydrates bearing 
layers (268 mbsf). But this discrepancy between the base of gas hydrate stability and base of 
the hydrate bearing layer has not been explained fully yet. Typically geothermal gradient 
strongly affects the thickness of GHSZ.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)                                                                           (b) 
 
 
 
 
2) Calculations –  
The temperature range for hydrate bearing sediments is calculated by multiplying the depth 
below seafloor by geothermal gradient and adding the sea-bottom temperature. Similar 
calculations did for pressure calculations. 
Depth of log-inferred gas hydrates ranges considered from 190 m to 300 m below sea floor. 
Geothermal gradient = 4.3 °C/100m 
Sea-bottom temperature = 3 °C 
Temperature at depth 190 mbsf = Sea-bottom temperature + (geothermal gradient * Depth)
           = 3 °C + (0.043*190)     
           = 11.2 °C = 284.35 K 
Figure 22: (a) Estimated downhole temperature and Methane-Hydrate equilibrium curve.  (b) 
Theoretical base of gas hydrate stability (Takahashi et.al, 2001). 
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Temperature at depth 268 mbsf = Sea-bottom temperature + (geothermal gradient * Depth)
          = 3 °C + (0.043*268)     
          = 14.5 °C = 287.6 K.  
The pressure range at the hydrate bearing layer is calculated by considering the hydrostatic 
pore-pressure gradient of 9.8 KPa/m (0.1 bar). 
Pressure at depth 1135 mbsl = 113 bar 
Pressure at depth 1213 mbsl = 121 bar.  
The geophysical properties required for the calculation of hydrate stability limits has been 
summarized in table format as below, 
 
 
 
 
 MITI Nankai Trough Well 
 Properties Values 
1 Depth of log-inferred gas hydrates (m) 190 – 268 
2 Thickness of hydrate-bearing zone(m) 16 
3 Biogenic/Thermogenic origin Biogenic 
4 Average sediment porosity (%) 36 
5 Average gas hydrate saturation (%) 80 
6 Sea-bottom temperature (°C) 3 
7 Geothermal gradient (°C/100 m) 4.3 
8 Hydrostatic pressure gradient (bar) 0.1 
9 Calculated temperature range °C (K) 11.2 (284) – 14.9 (288) 
10 Calculated pressure range (bar) 113 – 121 
11 Volume of Gas Within Hydrate per  
Km
2
 (m
3
) 
755,712,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Table 6: Geophysical properties of gas hydrate bearing sediments in MITI Nankai Trough Well (Collett, 
2002). 
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4.4 Bjørnøya Basin, SW-Barents Sea 
 
The inferred gas hydrate zone is located in Bjørnøya Basin, a large shelf through in the 
Southwestern (SW) Barents Sea. Barents Sea is bounded by, in the west by the Norwegian - 
Greenland Sea & in the north by the Eurasian Basin. Barents Sea is the largest epicontinental 
of 1.2 million km
2
, located between Scandinavian penisula at south & Svalbard archipelago at 
the west. Barents Sea is comparatively deep (200 m – 400 m) epicontinental sea.  
Generally BSRs are reflections generated at the boundary between above hydrate bearing 
layer and underneath free gas. Seismic data showing high amplitude reflections at a depth less 
than 1000 m from sea-floor from the Cenozoic sediments of the Bjørnøya Basin in SW-
Barents Sea suspects the existence of GHs & free gas (Laberg & Andreassen, 1996). The data 
available until now for the late Cenozoic paleoenvironment in Svalbard & Barents Sea is 
limited, and gas hydrate accumulation in Barents Sea is not fully understood geographically 
yet.  
4.4.1 Occurrences of GHs in Bjørnøya Basin 
 
Indications for GHs and free gas at the SW Svalbard continental margin were first observed 
by (Vogt et.al, 1999). The evidences reveals that large amount of hydrocarbons are migrating 
upwards or leakages from deeper accumulations in Barents Sea and these leaked 
hydrocarbons have thought to be trapped in the shallow subsurface in the form of GHs 
(Laberg et.al, 1998., Chand et.al, 2012). Moreover 3D seismic data and occurrences of BSRs 
indicate the presence of gas hydrates in the shallow sediments in SW-Barents Sea.  
The study area considered for the elucidation of the distribution of high amplitude reflections 
is located on the southeastern part of the Bjørnøya Basin in Barents Sea. In this area water 
depth varies from 350 m to 450 m (Laberg & Andreassen, 1996). Both Atlantic water and 
Arctic water influences the Barents Sea. In the Bjørnøya Basin the temperature of the bottom 
water is more or less constant around 2 °C and the temperature goes down up to -1.5 °C 
(Norwegian Oceanographic datacenter). Increase in bottom water temperature might have 
caused the decrease in GHSZ thickness because depth of gas hydrate stability is controlled by 
temperature. The calculations of GHSZ are carried out considering geothermal gradient 3.5 
°C/100 m in Barents Sea, estimated by nearby exploration wells (Laberg & Andreassen, 
1996).  
The presence of natural submarine gas hydrate is commonly inferred from seismic reflection 
data. High amplitude BSRs on the Cenozoic succession are separated into three units; Unit 
TbA, Unit TbB, & Unit TbE. Units TbA & TbB correlate with units TtA1 & TtA2 in the 
Tromsø Basin while unit TbE correlates with unit TtE in Tromsø Basin as shown in figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Simplified Cenozoic stratigraphy of the Bjørnøya Basin, the correlative sediments within the 
Tromsø Basin and their age relationships (Laberg & Andreassen, 1996). 
The BSRs exists at comparatively shallower depth i.e. 220 m below from sea floor which 
makes the studied interval suitable for estimation of interval velocity and estimates of in-situ 
gas hydrates are made on the basis for interval velocity structure. The interval velocity studies 
indicate high amplitude reflections are observed at depth 620 m. A velocity structure (interval 
velocity 2210 m/s) indicate that the thickness of the GHs inferred zone might be up to 100 m 
& the inferred GH accumulations described in this study area occur at water depth 400 m. 
Areal extent of GHs within the study area considered corresponds to 55 km
2
. Multichannel 
seismic data and well logging data tentatively indicate that 1.9 * 10
8
 m
3 
of gas trapped in the 
form of GH in SW-Barents Sea (Laberg et.al, 1998). The maximum estimated volume of gas 
within this gas hydrate bearing area corresponds to 3.8 * 10
8
 m
3
. 
In this study two areas are considered, 
Area 1 –                            
In area 1, three high-amplitude reflections are observed at the water depth 405 m (200 mbsf), 
but these amplitudes are in dis-agreement with the units TbA & TbB i.e. cross cut the dipping 
reflections of units TbA & TbB. According to (Laberg & Andreassen, 1996) above the high 
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amplitude seismic anomaly, interval velocity increases from 1960 m/s to 2375 m/s and  below 
the anomaly velocity decreases up to 1700 m/s.  
Area 2 –                                  
Area 2 is situated 10 km south of area 1. In this area 2 high-amplitude reflections are observed 
at 1.15 s or 1.35 s below from sea floor. In contrast to area 1, these high amplitude reflections 
are parallel with overlying and underlying internal reflections of unit TbA. According to 
(Laberg & Andreassen, 1996) above to within the zone of high-amplitude reflections in area 
2, interval velocity decreases from 2620 m/s to 1890 m/s. The decrease in velocity at the 
depth of high amplitude anomalies is probably due to presence of free gas. Even a very small 
amount of presence of gas causes the remarkable decrease in velocity. 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Distribution of high amplitude reflections. In figure group 1 indicates the bottom simulating 
reflections which are discordant with the overlying and underlying reflections, group 2 indicates high-
amplitude reflections parallel with overlying and underlying reflections. Group 3 shows location of 
faults at the tertiary base, group 4 indicates seismic data. Two areas considered for the study (Laberg 
& Andreassen, 1996). 
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According to (Mathews & Von Huene, 1985), if there is high hydrate concentration in hydrate 
bearing sediments then interval velocity increases and decrease in interval velocity as in area 
1 is expected to occur at the base of the gas hydrate zone because of the transition between the 
sediments with no hydrocarbons (having normal velocity) and to the gas bearing sediments 
(having lower velocity). 
First well drilled in 1980 in Barents Sea aiming hydrocarbon exploration and after that more 
than 90 exploration wells has been drilled so far in the Norwegian parts of the Barents Sea. In 
SW- Barents Sea five exploration wells has been drilled in middle Eocene sediments which 
correlates with unit TbB in the Bjørnøya Basin as shown in figure 23. However the presence 
of GHs in this area has not been confirmed from drilling. 
The inferred GHs accumulation described in this study area occurs at water depth 400 m. 
Based on interval velocity structure, the depth of the high amplitude reflections as well has 
been calculated which corresponds to 620 m below seafloor. Hydrostatic pressure gradient of 
0.1 bar has been considered. Some of other the geophysical properties are calculated using 
well logging data and these properties are arranged in table number 7. Detailed studies shows 
that GHs are inferred to occur in six additional areas within the southeastern part of Bjørnøya 
Basin, and they all are located near the western flank of the Loppa high. 
Multichannel seismic data reveals the existence of GHs that overlie free gas within the 
Cenozoic sediments of southwestern Barents Sea shelf. The Cenozoic sediments within the 
Bjørnøya Basin are dominated by claystone & siltstone.  
 
1) Phase Diagram 
The inferred GHs in Bjørnøya Basin exists at depth between 400 m to 620 m. Temperature is 
the vital factor which controls the gas hydrate stability. In this area water depth is 400 m and 
bottom water temperature predicted by Norwegian Oceanographic datacenter corresponds to 2 
°C. An average geothermal gradient used for the construction of temperature-depth profile 
corresponds to 3.5 °C/100 m. In this study area, hydrostatic or lithostatic pressure gradients 
are 0.1 atmospheres/m i.e. 9.8 KPa/m. 
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Figure 25: Estimated depth & temperature profile of all the high amplitude reflections within phase 
boundary diagram for fresh water - methane hydrate (shaded area)(Laberg & Andreassen, 1996).  
2) Calculations 
The temperature at the base of the suspected GH anomaly i.e. at depth 620 m has been 
calculated by using bottom water temperature and geothermal gradient. 
Depth of water – 400 m 
Bottom water temperature – 2 °C 
Geothermal gradient – 3.5 °C/100 m 
Pressure gradient – 0.1 bar 
Temperature at the depth of 620 m = Bottom water temperature + (geothermal gradient *     
                                                                   Depth from seafloor) 
   
                                                          = 2 + (0.035 * 220)     
               = 9.7 °C = 283 K. 
Pressure calculations are based on force exerted by overlying water column.  
Calculated pressure range at the depth 620 m from the sea level = 62 bar.    
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The physical properties of suspected gas hydrate bearing sediments in Bjørnøya Basin are 
arranged in following table 7. 
 
 
Børnøya Basin in Barents Sea 
 Properties Values 
1 Depth of log inferred GHs (m) 400 – 620  
2 Areal extent of GHs (km
2
) 55 
3 
Thickness of hydrate bearing zone 
(m) 
100 
4 Geothermal gradient (°C/100 m) 3.5 
5 Calculated temperature range °C (K) 2 (275) – 9.7 (282) 
6 Pressure gradient (bar) 0.1 
7 Calculated pressure range (bar) 40 – 62 
8 
Average interval velocity (m/s) 
2200 
8 Average hydrate saturation (%) 26 
9 Average sediment porosity (%) 30 
10 Density (g/cm3) 2.15 
11 Biogenic/Thermogenic origin Thermogenic 
12 
Maximum estimates for volume of 
gas within hydrate 
3.8 * 10
8
 m
3
 
11 
Minimum estimates for volume of gas 
within hydrate 
1.9 * 10
8
 m
3
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Table 7: Geophysical properties observed in hydrate bearing sediment in Bjørnøya Basin (data taken 
from Laberg et.al, 1998). 
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5. Results and Discussion  
 
The theoretical data estimated by (Herri et.al, 2010) is used for the verification of our model 
system. Since the experimental data for ‘Gas hydrate equilibria for CO2-N2 mixtures’ has 
been used for comparison with our estimates, the experimental set up and procedure from 
(Herri et.al, 2010) is described briefly as follows. 
 
Experimental Set-up                                                                                                                                                    
In their (Herri et.al, 2012) experiments, experimental set up has been built to investigate the 
thermodynamics equilibrium conditions of GHs (pressure and temperature) and to determine 
the composition of all existing phases like gas, liquid and hydrate. The apparatus consists of 
double jacket stainless steel high pressure batch reactor which is connected to an external 
cooler with a CC3 controller. Hydrate formation in the reactor is confirmed by visual 
appearances using two sapphire windows placed on both sides of the reactor. A Pyrex 
cylinder filled with 800 cm
3
 1L of water containing LiNO3 as an anionic tracer is fixed in the 
reactor in which pressure can be increased up to 10 MPa. Liquid is injected in pressurized 
injector by using HPLC pump. During crystallization suspension was stirred by a four vertical 
blade turbine impeller. Two pt100 probes in liquid and gas phase monitor temperature while 
pressure measured by pressure transducer. The data acquisition unit (T, P) is connected to 
personal computer. Gas sampling is performed by the instrument ROLSI. This ROLSI tool 
collects little micro cubic gas and passes it into the gas chromatograph. Then gas phase 
composition is determined by means of gas chromatograph. The precision in gas composition 
is 2%. 1 ml of liquid sample is taken by classical valve & directed towards DIONEX ionic 
exchange chromatograph which measures the concentration of LiNO3. The gas mixtures are 
prepared by injecting each gas directly into the reactor. To obtain the exact composition of 
each gas, mixtures are analyzed with gas chromatography. 
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Experimental Procedure 
                                                                                                                                                                     
• Crystallization of gas mixtures CO2 with N2 or CH4 in presence of a liquid phase (water   
+LINO3) forms hydrate.                                                 
• Initially reactor is closed and removes all the air, water and other contents by means of 
vacuum pump.                               
• To remove the other traces of gases, cell is flushed with nitrogen and again reactor is 
evacuated.                                
• In the beginning reactor is pressurized with CO2 gas, having maximum pressure in the bottle 
about 5 MPa.                                                                
• When pressure increases up to 10 MPa, N2 or CH4 gas is injected.                                 
• With the help of stirrer the gas mixture is stirred and cooled down and maintained at a 
temperature around 273 to 283 K.                       
• Then 1L of liquid solution is injected in the reactor by using HPLC pump which increases 
both temperature and pressure because of the gas compression resulting from the reduction of 
gas volume by the liquid injection.                             
• The stirrer is started. The decrease in pressure was observed due to partial dissolution of the 
gaseous components in the liquid phase.                              
• After some time (from minutes to several hours), the crystallization starts accompanied by a 
sudden rise of temperature that dependence on the intensity of crystallization.                           
• During solid formation pressure decreases due to the consumption of gas and forms hydrate. 
Gas phase is sampled with the ROLSI instrument while crystallization and analyzed in-line 
gas chromatography.                                     
• Liquid phase is sampled to be analyzed by off-line ion exchange chromatography.           
• At the end of crystallization system reaches equilibrium and temperature-pressure values 
corresponds to a constant values.                                                                        
• The gas hydrate dissociation is operated at constant volume and started by heating the 
reactor in increment of 1 K. After each increment of temperature, the pressure increases due 
to gas hydrate dissociation and reaches a constant value which represents the thermodynamic 
equilibrium.                                
• In the same way as in the case of the crystallization steps, the gas and the liquid phases are 
sampled to determine the compositions of the phases at equilibrium. 
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5.1 Verification of the Model  
                                                                                                                                                                      
In this section the estimated data for mixtures of various compositions has been tried to match 
with the experimental data from (Herri et.al, 2010) as illustrated in graphs below. This was 
done in order to validate the calculated results with the experimental results from [Herri et.al, 
2010]. The data calculated for the hydrate equilibrium curve is for mixtures of different 
compositions of gases as illustrated in figure below. 
In figure 5.1 to 5.3, compared the estimated equilibrium temperature-pressure values 
estimated from software generated by Professor Bjørn Kvamme with experimental values 
from (Herri et.al, 2010). The thermodynamic parameters considered here are from (Kvamme, 
2015a., Kvamme, 2015b). 
The results estimated for considered thermodynamic model are equivalent with experimental 
results (as illustrated in figure 5.1 to 5.3) ensures that the model system considered in this 
study is suitable. 
 
Figure 5.1: Estimated and experimental hydrate equilibrium curve, for a system of 0.19999999 
(19.99%) CO2, 0.79999999 (79.99%) N2, 0.00000001 (0.01%) H2S. Solid line (–) our estimates, 
asterisk (*) – experimental data from (Herri et.al, 2010). 
 
Comparing figures 5.1 to 5.3 it is observed that, increase in nitrogen content in the CO2+N2 
gas mixture from 70% to 80%, the hydrate formation pressure increases from 5.1 bar to 6.4 
bar. 
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Figure 5.2: Estimated and experimental hydrate equilibrium curve, for a system of 0.24999999 
(24.99%) CO2, 0.74999999 (74.99%) N2, 0.00000001 (0.01%) H2S. Solid lines (–) our estimates, 
asterisk (*) – experimental data from (Herri et.al, 2010). 
 
Figure 5.3: Estimated and experimental hydrate equilibrium curve, for a system of 0.29999999 
(29.99%) CO2, 0.69999999 (69.99%) N2, 0.00000001 (0.01%) H2S. Solid line (–) our estimates, 
asterisk (*) – experimental data from (Herri et.al, 2010). 
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6. Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 and N2  
 
In this section hydrate stability limits for different mixtures of CO2 and N2, at specific T-P 
conditions calculated for the theoretically studied fields in section 4 has been evaluated. In the 
graphs constructed below, estimated water chemical potential in hydrate & liquid or ice water 
chemical potential for pressures of 90 bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar & 250 bar are plotted  
under the assumption that the guest chemical potentials are same in the hydrate and in the gas 
but no water equilibrium constraints. This makes it possible to compare the difference in 
chemical potential for water in hydrate and the liquid water chemical potential. If the 
chemical potential of water in hydrate is lower than the liquid water chemical potential, then 
hydrate would be stable at those thermodynamic conditions. The values for chemical 
potentials are estimated by using the “Thermocode” generated by Prof. Bjørn Kvamme. The 
codes are in “FORTRAN” language & Microsoft Developer Studio (MSDEV) has been used 
as compiler. 
Thermodynamic properties of hydrate, chemical potential for empty hydrate and liquid water 
chemical potential estimations are based on thermodynamic model by (Kvamme & Tanaka, 
1995). Ideal gas phase chemical potentials are calculated from statistical mechanics. The 
chemical potential of water for the adsorbed phase was estimated from (Kivalæ et.al, 2012). 
6.1 Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 and N2 – Eileen 
Area 
                                                                                                                                                             
The one of the major goal of this study is to assess the gas hydrate resources in Northern 
Alaska. As mentioned previously the direct evidence for the presence of gas hydrates on the 
North Slope of Alaska comes from a GH containing core and indirect evidence has been 
obtained from well logging data which indicate the presence of a number of gas hydrate 
containing layers. The analysis shows that the presence of three hydrate bearing sedimentary 
units; Unit C, Unit D, Unit E at the depth interval between 564 m to 680.5 m from the surface 
where temperature ranges from 0.35 °C to ≈ 5 °C (Details can be seen in schematic 
representation, figure 16). 
The evaluation of hydrate stability limits in Alaska region is carried out by considering 
temperature from 268 K to 288 K. In this case the heat released can assist in dissociating the 
in-situ hydrate. The estimated results makes it possible for newly formed CO2 dominated 
hydrate to re-dissociate due to low CO2 concentration in surrounding gas and local 
temperature increase from the released heat of hydrate formation. This is of course a positive 
aspect in terms of reducing pore blocking due to new hydrate but also an efficiency limitation 
(Kvamme, 2015b). 
From figure 6.1.1 it is seen that hydrate formation at 90 bar is not possible for mole-fractions 
of CO2 less than 5% at 274 K and hydrate is not stable for mole fractions of CO2 less than 80 
mole % at 288 K. For 150 bar (figure 6.1.3) hydrate is not stable at 288 K for mole fractions 
of CO2 less than 35 mole % CO2. 
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Figure 6.1.1: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.2: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.3: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.4: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.5: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.1.1 Limits of Hydrate Stability for mixtures of CO2 and N2 — Unit C 
 
In this section, the limits of hydrate stability as a function of temperature for different 
mixtures of CO2 & N2 in terms hydrate water chemical potential and liquid water chemical 
potential for the hydrate bearing unit C in the Northwest Eileen State-2 well has been carried 
out. The temperature range has chosen a bit wider for the sake of uncertainty i.e. temperature 
ranges considered are from 266.3 K to 283.31 K. According to (Collett, 2002) the hydrate 
layer is 29 m thick and the average gas hydrate saturation in the Unit C is around 60.9 % (As 
shown in Table 3). 
The estimated water chemical potential in hydrate and liquid or ice water chemical potential 
for pressures of 90 bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar & 250 bar are plotted in figure 6.1.6 to 
6.1.10. 
 
Figure 6.1.6: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
From above figure 6.1.6 it is observed that, for 90 bar hydrate is not stable for gas mole 
fraction of CO2 less than 20 mole % at 276 K & less than 50 mole % at 282 K.  
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Figure 6.1.7: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.8: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.9: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.10: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.1.2 Limits of Hydrate Stability for mixtures of CO2 and N2 — Unit D 
 
In this section, limits of hydrate stability for different mixtures of CO2 & N2 as a function of 
temperature in terms of hydrate water chemical potential & liquid water chemical potential, 
for Unit D in the Northwest Eileen State-2 well has been carried out. Temperature range 
considered for Unit D from 264.74 K to 284.95 K. Thickness of the hydrate bearing zone Unit 
D is around 6.7 m & gas hydrate saturation of corresponding zone is around 33.9%       
(Collett, 2002). 
Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate & liquid or ice water chemical potential for 
pressures of 90 bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar & 250 bar are plotted in figures from 6.1.11 to 
6.1.15. 
 
 
Figure 6.1.11: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
In above figure 6.1.11, it is seen that for 90 bar hydrate is not stable for mole-fraction of CO2 
less than 30% at 280 K & less than 50% at 285 K. 
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Figure 6.1.2: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
 
Figure 6.1.13: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.14: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.15: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.1.3 Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 and N2 — Unit E 
 
In this section, we investigate the stability of hydrates from different CO2:N2 ratios with 
reference to chemical potential of water as ice or liquid water for Unit E in the Northwest 
Eileen State-2 well. Thickness of the hydrate bearing Unit E ≈ 16.8 m and average gas 
hydrate saturation in this Unit E is around 32.6% (Collett, 2002). 
The estimated water chemical potential in hydrate and liquid or ice water for pressures of 90 
bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar, & 250 bar are plotted in figure 6.1.16 to 6.1.21.  In the graphs 
constructed below at 90 bar, hydrate is not stable for gas mole fraction of CO2 less than 2 
mole % at 272 K and less than 30 mole % at 278 K. 
 
 
Figure 6.1.16: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole  percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.17: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.18: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.1.19: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.1.20: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.1.4 Chemical Potential Gradients for CH4 between Gas and Hydrate 
 
In this section it has been examined that the differences in chemical potential of methane 
between methane hydrate & methane diluted in CO2\N2 mixtures to shed light on the 
thermodynamic driving force for dissociation of hydrate towards gas due to guest (methane) 
chemical potential. 
Chemical potential of methane as pure component at 90 bar and given temperatures is plotted 
in figure 6.1.21 below to illustrate that an equilibrium pure methane hydrate (in which 
methane chemical potential in hydrate is the same as chemical potential of methane in gas 
phase) will dissociate due to guest chemical potential gradient. Dashed lines are 0.1 per cent 
methane in different mixtures of CO2 and N2. The calculated temperature for hydrate bearing 
units in the Eileen area on the Alaska North Slope ranges from 268 K to 288 K. 
 
Figure 6.1.21: Chemical potential of CH4 in pure methane hydrate (as created from CH4 gas and 
water so equal to pure methane gas chemical potential) (solid line) and 0.1 mole % CH4 in 
surrounding gas of varying mole-fraction of CO2 (dashed). Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2: 
100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. Liquid water chemical potential (dashed). Pressure is 90 bar. 
 
From figure 6.1.21, it is observed that CH4 hydrate will dissociate towards gas due to 
chemical potential gradient of CH4.  
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6.1.5 CO2 Solubility in Liquid Water Needed to Keep Hydrate Stable 
 
Hydrates dominated by CO2 as guest will also dissociate towards water if the mole-fraction of 
CO2 dissolved in liquid water is lower than the CO2 concentration in liquid water needed to 
keep hydrate stable. When the gas gets diluted for CO2, it won’t be able to support enough 
CO2 into the water phase to keep CO2 hydrate stable so even formed CO2 hydrate may 
dissolve towards lean gas if the gas concentration of CO2 becomes less than required for 
stability.   
In this section the estimated CO2 mole-fractions are plotted as a function of temperature for 
varying concentration of CO2 in the mixture. The values are estimated by using 
“Thermocode” generated by Prof. Bjørn Kvamme. The code is in “FORTRAN” language and 
Microsoft Developer Studio (MSDEV) has been used as compiler. 
 
Figure 6.1.22: Mole-fraction of CO2 dissolved in liquid water (solid line) for varying concentrations of 
CO2 in gas. Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2 of gas: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. CO2 
concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable (dashed line). Pressure is 90 bar. 
The figure illustrates that the CO2 dominated hydrate will dissociate towards water if the 
chemical potential of CO2 dissolved in water is lower than the chemical potential of CO2 in 
the aqueous solution. From above figure 6.1.22, it is observed that if the CO2 concentration in 
liquid water becomes lower than the ≈ 45% at 280 K, then hydrate may dissolve towards lean 
gas.  
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6.2 Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 and N2 – Mallik 
Field 
 
In this section, the stability of hydrates inferred to occur in the Mallik L-38 well in the 
Mackenzie River Delta - Beufort Sea Region, Canada for different mixtures of CO2 has been 
estimated. The stability of the hydrates has been evaluated on the basis of estimated values of 
chemical potential of hydrate water & liquid water chemical potential as a function of 
temperature. The temperature and pressure range for the hydrate zone in the Mallik area 
considered here are from 276.75 K – 284.63 K & 79.38 bar – 108.03 bar respectively.  
In the following graphs, the limits of hydrate stability for different mixtures of CO2 (100% 
CO2, 70% CO2, 50% CO2, 30% CO2, 20% CO2, 5% CO2, 2% CO2, 1% CO2) in terms of 
the estimated hydrate water chemical potential & liquid or ice water chemical potential as a 
function of temperature at pressures 90 bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar, 250 bar has been 
calculated.  
 
Figure 6.2.1: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar  and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
In above figure, the hydrate is not stable for mole fraction of CO2 less than 30% at 279 K & 
less than 50% at 284 K. 
In figure 6.2.1 hydrate is not stable for mole fractions of CO2 less than 40% at temperature 
282 K. From figure 6.2.1 to 6.2.5, it is observed that the region of instability has been reduced 
by increasing pressure from 90 bar to 250 bar. 
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Figure 6.2.2: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.2.3: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.2.4: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.2.5: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.2.1 Chemical Potential Gradients for CH4 between Gas and Hydrate  
 
In this section, chemical potential of methane as pure component at 90 bar and temperatures    
(calculated temperature for the region of log-inferred hydrate bearing zones in the Mallik field 
i.e. from 276 K to 285 K) is plotted. Figure 6.2.6 illustrates that the equilibrium pure methane 
hydrate (in which methane chemical potential in hydrate is same as the chemical potential of 
methane in gas phase) will dissociate due to guest chemical potential gradient.   
 
 
Figure 6.2.6: Chemical potential of CH4 in pure methane hydrate (as created from CH4 gas and water 
so equal to pure methane gas chemical potential) (solid line) and 0.1 mole % CH4 in surrounding gas 
of varying mole-fraction of CO2 (dashed). Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 
5, 2, 1. Liquid water chemical potential (dashed). Pressure is 90 bar.  
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6.2.2 CO2 Solubility in Liquid Water Needed to Keep Hydrate Stable  
 
As mentioned previously in section 6.1.5, when gas gets diluted for CO2 it will not be able to 
support enough CO2 into the water phase to keep CO2 hydrate stable, so even formed CO2 
hydrate may dissolve towards lean gas if the gas concentration of CO2 becomes less than 
needed.  
In figure below the mole-fractions of CO2 in liquid water for varying concentration of CO2 in 
gas Vs CO2 concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable as a function of 
temperature has been plotted. In figure below 60% CO2 concentration in liquid water at 283 
K is needed to keep hydrate stable.  
 
 
Figure 6.2.7: Mole-fraction of CO2 dissolved in liquid water (solid line) for varying concentrations of 
CO2 in gas. Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2 of gas: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. CO2 
concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable (dashed line). Pressure is 90 bar. 
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6.3 Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 and N2- Nankai 
Trough 
 
In this section the hydrate stability limits for different mixtures of CO2 & N2 in hydrate 
bearing units at depth between 190 m to 300 m below sea floor has been estimated in terms of 
chemical potentials. The hydrate bearing layer in Nankai Trough is found to be 16 m thick. 
The geophysical properties needed for the calculation of temperature and pressure for this 
region has been studied in detail in section 4.3. The calculated temperature range for hydrate 
bearing sediments in Nankai Trough corresponds to 285 K to 290 K. 
  
 
Figure 6.3.1: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
In above figure 6.3.1, hydrates are not stable for mole-fractions of CO2 less than 45% in gas 
mixture of CO2 & N2 at 282 K. At temperature 286 K, 70% CO2 in gas mixture is needed for 
hydrate stability.   
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Figure 6.3.2: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.3.3: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.3.4: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.3.5: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.3.1 Chemical Potential Gradient for CH4 between Gas and Hydrate 
 
In figure below 6.3.6, chemical potential of methane as pure component at pressure 90 bar vs 
temperature is plotted. The calculated temperature range for log-inferred hydrate bearing 
sediments in Nankai Trough vary from 284.35 K to 290 K. Gas hydrate occurrences are 
strongly related to temperatures.  
 
 
Figure 6.3.6: Chemical potential of CH4 in pure methane hydrate (as created from CH4 gas and water 
so equal to pure methane gas chemical potential) (solid line) and 0.1 mole % CH4 in surrounding gas 
of varying mole-fraction of CO2 (dashed). Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 
5, 2, 1. Liquid water chemical potential (dashed). Pressure is 90 bar.  
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6.3.2 CO2 Solubility in Liquid Water Needed to Keep Hydrate Stable  
 
In the graph constructed below, CO2 mole-fraction in liquid water for varying concentration 
of CO2 in gas mixtures and CO2 concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable 
as a function of temperature has been plotted. The figure 6.3.7 shows that 70% CO2 must be 
dissolved in liquid water to keep hydrate stable at temperature 284 K. At slightly lower 
temperature of 280 K, 40% CO2 concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable. 
 
 
Figure 6.3.7: Mole-fraction of CO2 dissolved in liquid water (solid line) for varying concentrations of 
CO2 in gas. Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2 of gas: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. CO2 
concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable (dashed line). Pressure is 90 bar. 
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6.4 Limits of Hydrate Stability for Mixtures of CO2 & N2 – Bjørnøya 
Basin 
 
The graph constructed below evaluates the limits of hydrate stability as a function of 
temperature for different mixtures of CO2 & N2 for hydrate bearing units in Bjørnøya Basin 
in Barents Sea at pressure 90 bar, 100 bar, 150 bar, 200 bar & 250 bar. Thickness of the 
suspected GH bearing zone in Barents Sea corresponds to 100 m. Temperature calculated at 
the bottom of suspected hydrate zone is approximately 9.7 °C i.e. 282.85 K. 
 
 
Figure 6.4.1: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 90 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 50, 
30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
In above figure 6.4.1, hydrate is not stable for mole-fraction of CO2 less than 20% at 276 K.  
At temperature 279 K, 30% CO2 is needed for hydrate stability & 50% CO2 is needed at 283 
K. 
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Figure 6.4.2: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 100 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.4.3: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 150 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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Figure 6.4.4: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 200 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
 
Figure 6.4.5: Estimated water chemical potential in hydrate (solid line) and liquid water chemical 
potential (dashed line) as a function of temperature for 250 bar and CO2 mole percentage 100, 70, 
50, 30, 20, 5, 2, 1 with 100 mole percentage CO2 at bottom & 1 mole percentage curve on the top. 
Estimated water chemical potential in pure CH4 hydrate (dash-dot line). 
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6.4.1 Chemical Potential Gradient for CH4 between Gas and Hydrate 
 
In the graph constructed below the chemical potential of methane as a pure component has 
been plotted against the temperature at pressure 90 bar. Dashed lines in figure 6.4.6 are for 
0.1% methane in different mixtures of CO2 and N2. 
 
Figure 6.4.6: Chemical potential of CH4 in pure methane hydrate (as created from CH4 gas and water 
so equal to pure methane gas chemical potential) (solid line) and 0.1 mole % CH4 in surrounding gas 
of varying mole-fraction of CO2 (dashed). Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 
5, 2, 1. Liquid water chemical potential (dashed). Pressure is 90 bar. 
 
Figure 6.4.6 illustrates that hydrate dissociates towards gas due to guest (methane) chemical 
potential i.e. due to the difference in chemical potential of methane in methane hydrate and 
methane diluted in CO2/N2 mixture.  
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6.4.2 CO2 Solubility in Liquid Water Needed to Keep Hydrate Stable  
 
In the graph constructed below, the mole-fraction of CO2 dissolved in liquid water for 
varying concentration of CO2 in gas Vs temperature at pressure 90 bar has been plotted. The 
dashed line in figure indicates the amount of CO2 required to be dissolved in CO2 to be 
hydrate stable.  
 
 
Figure 6.4.7: Mole-fraction of CO2 dissolved in liquid water (solid line) for varying concentrations of 
CO2 in gas. Top to bottom in mole percentage CO2 of gas: 100, 70, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. CO2 
concentration in liquid water needed to keep hydrate stable (dashed line). Pressure is 90 bar. 
 
In above figure 6.4.7, 20% CO2 is needed to be dissolved in liquid water at temperature 275 
K for hydrate stability. If the gas concentration of CO2 becomes less than 50% at temperature 
281 K then CO2 hydrate may dissociate towards lean gas. 
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6.5 Maximum water content in gas 
                                                                                                                            
The hydrocarbons containing water in transport pipelines may cause hydrate formation and 
deposition which results in severe problems like pipeline plugging. The transport of CO2 in 
offshore pipelines involves high pressure and low temperature and these conditions are 
suitable for hydrate formation from residual water dissolved in CO2 and CO2 gas. Hydrate 
formation in pipeline generally leads to increase of the pressure drop. In worst situation, it is 
associated with the growth of plugs which can leads to complete blockage in pipeline. Many 
companies are investing both time and money to avoid such problems.  So in this section it 
has been evaluated the amount of water that can be permitted in gas stream in order to avoid 
the risk of formation of hydrate deposits in pipeline which results in pipeline plugging while 
transporting hydrocarbons on the sea floor or in cold regions. In this case two approximations 
for water are considered, first water at certain temperature and pressure will drop out as liquid 
droplets and forms hydrate, or another possibility is that water adsorbs on pipeline surfaces 
and subsequently forms hydrates heterogeneously (Kivelæ et.al, 2012a). 
In this section estimated the maximum limits of water content in the gas before dropping out 
as liquid water, hydrate and as adsorbed onto hematite (rust) surface, based on the 
thermodynamic model by (Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995). The SRK (Soave-Redlich-Kwong) 
equation of state has been applied for the gas phase in these calculations and also for water 
dissolved in the gas as an approximation.  
The classical method of hydrate problem evaluation is based on assumption of equilibrium. In 
thermodynamics the basic fundamental principle of Gibbs Phase Rule has been used to 
determine whether the system can reach equilibrium or not. Gibbs Phase Rule can be 
represented as, 
                 F = n - ∏ + 2                     (18) 
         Where F = Number of degrees of freedom 
                     n = Number of components 
                    ∏ = Number of phases 
Gibbs Phase Rule tells us that if the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of 
variables defined, then the system can reach equilibrium. If number of degrees of freedom is 
greater than what is thermodynamically defined then the system is said to be underdetermined 
and if F is less than what is defined then the system said to be thermodynamically 
overdetermined (Kvamme, 2013b). In summary Gibbs phase rule is a balance of mass 
conservation under the constraints of equilibrium. But according to Gibbs Phase Rule systems 
undergoing hydrate formation during transport and processing of hydrocarbons & carbon 
dioxide will not reach equilibrium, specifically when the adsorption on solid surfaces and 
hydrate formation close to these surfaces are considered (Kivelæ et.al, 2012a). Hence the 
transport of gases through pipelines becomes challenging issue due to hydrate risk associated 
with it.  
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In view of the above, the maximum water content permitted in gas stream while transport of 
gas at the North Slope of Alaska has been evaluated. Because of the Alaska region being very 
cold, temperature range considered here during transport vary between -50 °C to 10 °C. So 
the relevant temperature – pressure transport conditions considered here ranges from 220 K to 
280 K and 50 bar to 250 bar respectively.  
So once theoretical amount of allowable water content while transport of gas through 
pipelines is calculated, the appropriate action can be taken for hydrate risk management.  
The results are plotted for following three cases 
1. Mole-fraction of water before drop out as liquid 
2. Mole-fraction of water before hydrate drop out  
3. Mole-fraction of water before adsorption on hematite.  
6.5.1 Estimation of Mole- fraction of water in pure CO2 
 
In this section, the maximum amount of water before drop out as liquid, maximum amount of 
water before hydrate drop out and the maximum amount of water before adsorption on 
hematite for pure CO2 gas stream.  
 
Figure 6.5.1: Maximum Water content before water drop out for mole fraction of 99.9% CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 0.01% N2. Curves from bottom to top correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210 bar, 250 bar. 
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Figure 6.5.2: Maximum Water content before hydrate drop out for mole fraction of 99.9 % CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 0.01% N2. Curves from bottom to top correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210bar, 250 bar. 
 
Figure 6.5.3: Maximum Water content before adsorption on hematite for mole fraction of 99.9 % CO2, 
0.01% H2S, 0.01% N2. Curves from bottom to top correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 
bar, 210bar, 250 bar. 
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6.5.2 Estimation of Mole-fraction of water in 1/3 CO2 and 2/3 N2 mixture 
 
In this section, the maximum amount of water before drop out as liquid, maximum amount of 
water before hydrate drop out and the maximum amount of water before adsorption on 
hematite in system containing 33.33% CO2 + 66.66% N2 + 0.01% H2S mixture has been 
plotted.  
 
Figure 6.5.4: Maximum Water content before water drop out for mole fraction of 33.33% CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 66.66% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210 bar, 250 bar. 
 
In above figure 6.5.4 it is observed that there is not much difference in maximum water 
content before water drop out at high pressures like 210 bar & 250 bar. In contrast 
considerable difference is observed at low pressures. 
In figure 6.5.5 & 6.5.6 illustrated the maximum water content before hydrate drop out & 
before adsorption on hematite respectively for system containing 33.33% CO2 + 66.66% N2 
+ 0.01%. 
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Figure 6.5.5: Maximum Water content before hydrate drop out for mole fraction of 33.33% CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 66.66% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210 bar, 250 bar. 
 
Figure 6.5.6: Maximum water content before adsorption on hematite for mole fraction of 33.33% CO2, 
0.01% H2S, 66.66% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 
170 bar, 210 bar, 250 bar. 
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6.5.3 Estimation of Mole-fraction of water in 20% CO2 and 80% N2 mixture 
 
In this section, the maximum amount of water before drop out as liquid, maximum amount of 
water before hydrate drop out as hydrate and the maximum amount of water before adsorption 
on hematite in system containing 19.99% CO2 + 79.99% N2 + 0.01% H2S mixture has been 
evaluated.  
 
Figure 6.5.7: Maximum Water content before water drop out for mole fraction of 19.99% CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 79.99% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210 bar, 250 bar. 
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Figure 6.5.8: Maximum Water content before hydrate drop out for mole fraction of 19.99% CO2, 0.01% 
H2S, 79.99% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 170 bar, 
210 bar, 250 bar. 
 
Figure 6.5.9: Maximum water content before adsorption on hematite for mole fraction of 19.99 % CO2, 
0.01% H2S, 79.99% N2. Curves from top to bottom correspond to pressure 50 bar, 90 bar, 130 bar, 
170 bar, 210 bar, 250 bar. 
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7. Discussion 
 
Injection of CO2 into in-situ methane hydrate is a promising technology for both serving 
methane recovery and underground storage of greenhouse gas, CO2. However, this method is 
practically challenging due to injectivity and flow permeability issues associated with it. 
When injected CO2 comes in contact with residual water it forms new CO2 hydrate or mixed 
CO2-CH4 hydrate resulting in reduction in available pore spaces for flow, further reducing 
flow permeability of CO2. The situation becomes even more complicated when hydrate 
saturation is high. This can be solved by addition of N2 to CO2. N2 increases the flow 
permeability. In CO2/N2 injection method, the risk of blocking the flow path due to formed 
new CO2-hydrate will be less compared to using pure CO2. The exchange process of CO2-
CO2/N2 is based on two primary mechanisms; these mechanisms are discussed in detail in 
section 2.  
The replacement process of CH4-CO2/N2 mixture has been proven beneficial for overall 
improved CH4 recovery instead of using pure CO2. Addition of N2 to CO2 enhance the 
methane recovery up to 84% which was 64% using pure CO2. Hence the ideal efficiency of 
this method is 85%, but the experimental results suggest that the exchange efficiency can be 
as low as 50% (Dong-Yeun Koh et.al, 2014). 
Methane hydrate production by CH4-CO2/N2 replacement has been successfully implied at 
Ignik Sikumi #1 test on the North Slope of Alaska in 2012. In this field trial test program, in 
total 210,000 standard cubic feet (scf) of gas mixture containing 77.5% N2 and 22.5% CO2 
was injected and produced 855 Mscf of methane within a short period of 12 days (details can 
be seen in section 1.6.2). In 2013 gas hydrate field production was carried out on the Eastern 
Nankai Trough of Japan by using depressurization method. Thermal stimulation method has 
been implied at hydrate bearing layers in Mackenzie Delta River of Canada, producing 470 
m
3
 of gas within five days. The nitrogen concentration applied for simulations reported in this 
work vary from 30% to 90%. 
The primary focus of this thesis is to investigate the lowest amount of carbon dioxide in 
nitrogen that can produce hydrate with liquid water, and the stability of hydrates after 
extraction of CO2 for the formation on new CO2-hydrate in the environment of nitrogen 
dominated gas mixture of CO2/N2. In the pursuit of this goal the hydrate stability limits for 
individual hydrate bearing fields (studied in section 4), as a function of gradually decreasing 
CO2 content in the gas mixture of CO2 & N2 have been evaluated. Hydrate stability limits are 
evaluated by calculating chemical potential of components in different phases for various 
concentration of CO2 in the CO2/N2 mixtures, by assuming that the guest chemical potentials 
are same in the hydrate and in the gas but no equilibrium constraints for water. This makes it 
possible to compare the difference in chemical potential for water in hydrate and the liquid 
water chemical potential. 
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The simulation results indicate that hydrate is not stable for mole-fraction of CO2 less than 
30% at 280 K and at pressure 90 bar for the hydrate bearing units in Eileen area on the North 
Slope of Alaska (figure 6.1.1). If pressure increases from 90 bar to 150 bar at same 
temperature then 10% CO2 requires for hydrate stability (figure 6.1.3).  
The inferred GH zone is observed in the depth interval between 810.1 m to 1102.3 m in 
Mallik area of Mackenzie Delta River of Canada. The calculated temperature range for 
hydrate bearing zone in the Mallik area vary from 277 K to 285 K. The simulation results 
indicate that at temperature 277 K and pressure 100 bar, 20% CO2 is required for hydrate 
stability in the mixture of CO2 & N2 (figure 6.2.2). But if temperature increases from 277 K 
to 284 K at same pressure, hydrate will not be stable for mole-fraction of CO2 less than 50%. 
These results indicate that if temperature increases in the reservoir, then the limitations of 
addition of N2 to CO2 decreases.  
In the Nankai Trough, the theoretical base of GH stability is observed at shallower depth than 
the depth of GH inferred layer, but this discrepancy is not fully understood yet. The estimated 
results for hydrate stability limits for different mixture of CO2 & N2 indicate that at 
temperature 283 K and pressure 90 bar, hydrate is not stable for mole-fraction of CO2 less 
than 40% (figure 6.3.1). If pressure increases form 90 bar to 200 bar at same temperature then 
only 5% CO2 is required in CO2/N2 gas mixture for hydrate stability. This indicates that 
increase in pressure consequently reduces the region of hydrate instability as well as increases 
the limitations of addition of N2 to CO2. 
Even though the GH accumulation in Barents Sea is not fully understood geographically yet, 
some evidences suspect the presence of GHs at comparatively shallower depth interval 
between 400 m to 620 m in Bjørnøya Basin. The simulation results for limits of hydrate 
stabilities suggests that at temperature 275 K and pressure 100 bar, 5% CO2 is needed for 
hydrate stability (figure 6.4.2). If pressure increases up to 200 bar only 2% CO2 is required 
for hydrate to be stable at 280 K (figure 6.4.4). In this region hydrate is not stable for mole-
fraction of CO2 less than 20% at temperature 277 K and at pressure 100 bar (figure 6.4.2). 
The second part of this study deals with the transport of hydrocarbons or other hydrate 
forming fluids containing water through the pipelines. The transport of gases occurs at high 
pressure and low temperature which are the suitable conditions for hydrate formation. 
According to Gibbs phase rule system containing water, gas, adsorbed phase & hydrate phase 
are not in thermodynamic equilibrium since T and P are defined locally through coupling to 
fluid dynamics and heat transport dynamics. Impact of presence of solid surfaces induces 
phase transitions. According to 1
st
 and 2
nd
 law of thermodynamics, minimum free energy 
principle determines in which direction a system will prefer to develop.  
In non-equilibrium situation simulations for phase transition kinetics is basically free energy 
minimization under mass and heat transport constraints (Kvamme et.al, 2014d). The different 
phase transitions will have different kinetic rates and hydrate formed from different phases 
will have different free energies since chemical potential of all guest molecules will be 
different. Hence in case of hydrate formation and dissociation, each phase transition is 
modelled as pseudo reactions with corresponding changes in free energies as driving force for 
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phase transition itself and dynamically coupled to mass transport & heat transport (Vafai et.al, 
2014). Impact of competing phase transitions needs to couplings to kinetics of mass and heat 
transport. 
By using equation (19) free energy changes of all phase transitions are evaluated using 
absolute values of water chemical potentials (ice, liquid water, empty structure sI & sII) based 
on (Kvamme & Tanaka, 1995) and SRK equation of state for fluids. 
 
            ∆Gi = d[xw
H,i
(µw
H,i
 - µw
p
) + xgas
H,i
(µgas
H,i  - µgas
p )]                (19) 
                                                                                                                                                              
In equation (19), i is phase transition scenario, p is liquid, gas & adsorbed phases, H is hydrate 
phase, µ is chemical potential and x is composition. 
There are several different routes to hydrate formation depending on number of phases, these 
routes are discussed in detail in (Kvamme et.al, 2014e), but in this study only three possible 
routes of hydrate formation has been evaluated. Among the three routes evaluated for hydrate 
formation, the route of hydrate formation through water dissolved in gas is 
thermodynamically feasible but mass transport is limitation. In this case mass transport 
limitation that remain a major uncertainty and provides a challenge for hydrate formation 
(Kvamme, 2014d). In this case heat transport is limited due to low heat conductivity and low 
heat convection. 
Uncertainties in hydrate formation would induce new sources of errors. In this study the 
assumption that all of the free methane present in the form of solid hydrate is produced by 
injecting CO2/N2 mixture may induce error & significantly affects the calculation of methane 
recovery. 
In this thesis the maximum permissible water content in gas stream containing pure CO2, 
33.3% CO2 + 66.6% N2 + 0.01% H2S and 19.9% CO2 + 79.9% N2 + 0.01% H2S have been 
evaluated in section 6.5. In order to evaluate the maximum mole-fraction of water that can be 
permitted in gas without risk of hydrate plugging in pipelines, the temperature range has been 
chosen from 220 K to 280 K. The range of transport pressure might be up to 50 bar to 250 
bar.  The water available for hydrate formation exists in three different states. First is water 
dissolved in CO2 gas forms hydrate and either water dropped out as liquid or adsorbed on 
rusty surfaces (hematite in this work since it is more stable than the other oxides). The 
simulation results obtained for maximum water content for mole-fraction of water before drop 
out as liquid, mole-fraction of water before hydrate drop out & mole-fraction of water before 
adsorption on hematite in different gas mixture is discussed below. 
Comparing system containing 99.9% CO2 + 0.01% N2 + 0.01% H2S with system containing 
33.3% CO2 + 66.6% N2 + 0.01% H2S at temperature 222 K and at pressure 50 bar, it is 
observed that the mole-fraction of water before liquid drop out (figure 6.5.1) is 0.89 times 
higher than the mole-fraction of water before adsorption on hematite (figure 6.5.6). If pressure 
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increases from 50 bar to 250 bar, then the ratio between mole-fraction of water before liquid 
drop out to before adsorption on hematite will be 0.82. 
In a system containing 33.3% CO2 + 66.6% N2 + 0.01% H2S at comparatively higher 
pressure 210 bar and temperature 222 K, the mole-fraction of water before hydrate drop out 
(figure 6.5.5) is 0.86 times higher than mole-fraction of water before adsorption on hematite 
(figure 6.5.6). 
Comparing system containing 99.8% CO2 + 0.01% N2 + 0.01% H2S with system containing  
19.9% CO2 + 79.9% N2 + 0.01% H2S at temperature 222 K and pressure 130 bar, mole-
fraction of water before liquid drop out (figure 6.5.1) is 0.78 times higher than the mole-
fraction of water before adsorption on hematite (figure 6.5.9).  
In system containing 19.9% CO2 + 79.9% N2 + 0.01% H2S at temperature 250 K and 
pressure 90 bar, it is observe that the mole-fraction of water before adsorption on hematite 
(figure 6.5.9) is -0.13  times lower than the mole-fraction of water before hydrate drop out 
(figure 6.5.8). 
From the graph constructed in section 6.5 it is observed that, as the nitrogen concentration in 
gas mixture of CO2/N2 increases, the mole-fraction of water before liquid drop out, mole-
fraction of water before hydrate drop out & mole-fraction of water before adsorption on 
hematite increases at lower pressures. At comparatively lower pressures 50 bar to 130 bar the 
considerable difference between mole-fractions of water is observed but at higher pressures 
170 bar to 250 bar this difference almost disappears (refer section 6.5).  
From the estimated simulation results it is observed that at higher pressures water will prefer 
to drop out as adsorbed on hematite more quickly than water drop out as liquid or drop out as 
hydrate, suggesting that the most favorable route for hydrate formation is through the 
adsorbed water on hematite. 
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8. Conclusions 
                                                                                                                                                   
Substantial amount of methane is trapped worldwide in the form of solid hydrate. In order to 
produce gas from in-situ methane hydrate beyond the conventional methods, a new 
sustainable technology of injection of CO2/N2 mixtures has been investigated experimentally 
over the last two decades and also tested in pilot plant study recently.  
The exchange reaction between in-situ methane hydrate & injected CO2/N2 mixture is 
governed by two mechanisms, if free water is available then through the formation of new 
hydrate dominated by the injected CO2 and corresponding release of heat which will assist in 
dissociating the in-situ CH4 hydrate. In lack of sufficient free water in the pores then solid 
state exchange mechanism will convert the in-situ CH4 hydrate over to a mixed CO2-CH4 
hydrate in which CO2 will dominate filling of large cavities. The direct solid state exchange 
process is comparatively slow due to mass transport limitations.  
In this CH4-CO2 replacement process, addition of N2 to the CO2 will lead to depletion of 
CO2 from the gas mixture during formation of new hydrate. In a dynamic situation most 
stable hydrate will be formed first, in which CO2 dominates the filling of 75% large cavities 
(CO2 consumed three times faster than N2) and heterogeneous CO2 hydrate nucleation on 
liquid water/CO2 interface as well as on mineral surfaces will further enhance this process of 
depletion of CO2 from the injected gas. Eventually this may lead to a situation of depleted gas 
which is not able to create a new hydrate. It does not mean that the in-situ hydrate will not 
dissociate towards this gas lean on CO2. CH4 in the hydrate will have lower chemical 
potential than in the gas phase when it is initially free of CH4. So the in-situ CH4 hydrate will 
dissociate to a certain level of CH4 concentration in the surrounding gas. But the CO2 storage 
aspect is more uncertain since even the formed CO2 hydrate may dissociate towards 
surrounding gas of mainly N2 and some CH4. For this reason the limit of CO2 content needed 
for formation of new hydrate from the injected gas has been estimated for some real hydrate 
occurrences which have been characterized to sufficient extent. A summary of the obtained 
results are given in table 8.    
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Site/well 
identification 
Depth of log 
inferred GHs 
(m) 
Calculated 
T range    
(K) 
Calculated 
P range 
(bar) 
CO2 required 
for stability 
(%), (when  
T= 275 K,      
P= 100 bar) 
CO2 required 
for stability 
(%), (when 
T=280 K, 
P=100 bar) 
Northwest Eileen State-2 Well 
Unit C 651.5– 680.5 276 – 277 63 – 66 ≈ 7 ≈ 30 
Unit D 602.7– 609.4 274 – 275 59 – 60 ≈ 5 ≈ 35 
Unit E 564.0– 580.8 273– 274 55 – 57  ≈ 3 ≈ 32 
Mallik L-38 
well 
810.1-1102.3 277 – 285 79 – 108 ≈ 10 ≈ 30 
MITI Nankai 
Trough Well 
190 – 268 284 – 288 113 – 121  - ≈ 31 
Bjørnøya Basin 400 – 620 275 – 283 40 – 62 ≈ 6 ≈ 32 
 
Table 8: Depth – Temperature - Pressure profile of hydrate bearing units in different fields in the world 
and amount of CO2 required for hydrate stability in those range of thermodynamic conditions. 
           
The estimated simulation results for limits of hydrate stabilities as a function of gradual 
decrease in CO2 content in CO2/N2 gas mixture, for different hydrate bearing fields indicate 
that the hydrate stability region is increased by increasing pressure. The estimated results also 
indicate that for higher pressures new hydrate formation is possible from a substantially lower 
amount of CO2 in the gas phase.  
In the open literature the main focus on hydrate stability of hydrates in sediments has been 
estimated on the temperature and pressure dependency despite the fact that any phase stability 
depends also on concentration (and corresponding chemical potentials) of all co-existing 
phases. The work presented in this thesis confirms that the thermodynamic stability of hydrate 
depends on concentration i.e. corresponding chemical potential of all components entering the 
hydrate in all co-existing phases rather than only temperature and pressure. The study is based 
on change in free energy associated with all thermodynamic independent variables. On the 
basis of the results obtained from this study, it seems feasible to produce in-situ methane 
hydrate by injection of CO2 and N2 mixtures.             
The maximum water that can be permitted in gas stream passing through the pipelines without 
facing the problem of hydrate formation has also been evaluated. Three of the possible routes 
for hydrate formation in pipelines and process equipment have been evaluated. From the 
simulation results it has become clear that the most favorable route for hydrate formation in 
pipelines is through the adsorption of water on rusty pipeline surfaces from  water dissolved 
in gas, and subsequent hydrate formation from dropped out water and hydrate formers form 
the gas phase. From the results obtained it is observed that increase in pressure and increase in 
N2 content in the CO2/N2 gas mixtures both reduce the amounts of water that can be 
permitted during pipeline transportation.    
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Once the theoretical amount of water that can be permitted in gas stream is evaluated, then it 
becomes possible to take appropriate action to reduce risk of hydrate formation in pipelines 
and in process equipment. In that case hydrate formation can be prevented by reducing the 
water content to a level below the concentration leading to water drop out or adsorb on solid 
surfaces. 
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9. Suggestions for Future Works 
 
Hydrate Stability Limits 
In this thesis work, theoretical case studies of different hydrate bearing fields (Eileen area on 
the North Slope of Alaska, Nankai Trough at Japan, Mallik field on Canada & Bjørnøya Basin 
in Barents Sea) have been carried out. The amount of H2S used in these mixtures 0.01% is 
quite low as compared to CO2 & N2. This work can be extended by increasing quantity of 
H2S which is stronger hydrate former. The effect of addition of H2S in varying quantity in 
CO2 and N2 mixture is not adequately evaluated yet and we propose further feasibility 
evaluation of H2S usage in methane production from gas hydrate.  
 Routes to Hydrate Formation 
There are several routes to hydrate formation, but this study does not cover all the possible 
routes. In this thesis only three possible routes of hydrate formation in pipelines have been 
evaluated. The simulation performed during this thesis indicates that the route of hydrate 
formation via adsorption of water on solid surfaces is dominating. In this case further analysis 
of routes can be done by including addition impurities. In this work, maximum permissible 
water content in gas stream is calculated for transport of gas through pipelines on the North 
Slope of Alaska. Further extension of this work could be to estimate the maximum amount of 
water permitted in gas stream during transport through pipelines at Mallik field, Nankai 
Trough & Bjørnøya Basin. 
Solid Surfaces 
The dominating route of hydrate formation is via adsorption of water on solid surfaces. Since 
in the thermodynamic point of view hematite might be among the most stable on longer term 
aging of rust, the solid surface considered in this work is hematite (Fe2O3). Hence the work 
can be extended using other possible surfaces of iron oxides such as magnetite (Fe3O4), FeO.  
 The iron oxide rust when comes in contact with solution containing CO2, forms iron 
carbonates (FeCO3). 
                Fe ⇒ Fe2+ + 2e- 
                 Fe2+ + CO32- ⇒ FeCO3                                  
Further study on how these iron carbonates affects the results is recommended. 
 
 The minerals present in the reservoirs such as calcite, kaolin, quartz have direct effect 
on reservoir characteristics. Further work need to be done by considering these 
mineral surfaces. 
 
 The data available until now for the late Cenozoic paleoenvironment in Svalbard & 
Barents Sea is limited, and gas hydrate accumulation in Barents Sea is not fully 
understood geographically yet. Further research efforts are needed for the successful 
production of natural gas from hydrate deposits. 
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